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Abstract

Nonlinear Optical Spectroscopy of

Solid/Solid Interfaces

Mohsen S. Yeganeh

Arjun G. Yodh

Three-wave mixing (3WM) spectroscopy is an exciting and relatively unexplored

probe of buried solid interfaces. It possesses long penetration depths characteristic of

most optical methods and intrinsic interface specificity characteristic of second-order

optical processes. In this thesis we present frequency domain measurements of the

ZnSe/GaAs(OOl) heterojunction by second-harmonic (SH) and sum-frequency (SF)

generation.

Our experiments reveal an unusual three-wave mixing resonance that arises as a

result of virtual transitions between an interfacial quantum well state and the ZnSe

valence band. The interfacial quantum well was brought about by interdiffusion

of Zn (Ga) into GaAs (ZnSe) during sample growth. The observation introduces

a new class of nonlinear optical phenomena at interfaces that can provide useful

information about band profiles, diffusion and defects along the boundary of two

semiconductors.
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We have found that this interfacial SH resonance is sensitive to a variety of

structural phenomena. In essence any process that modifies the band profile near the

junction will affect the strength of the resonance. We have observed the variation of

interface SH spectra with respect to lattice strain relaxation and to surface recon

struction of the buried GaAs. In addition, using a newly developed photomodulation

SHG (PSHG) technique, we have exploited this sensitivity to determine the nature

and relative density of interface charge traps as a function of substrate surface re-

construction.

The PSHG method was also used to study free charge trapping mechanisms at

ZnSe/GaAs(OOl) heterointerfaces. Our measurements determined that the interfa

cial trap-centers are mainly hole-traps with lifetime of 35 sec.

In the course of carrying out these experiments we also observed interference in

reflected second harmonic generation from two adjoined nonlinear slabs. A theory

for the phenomena was presented and was used to understand our experimental

results with ZnSe/GaAs(OOl) heterostructures. This interference phenomena was

introduced as a new methodology to measure the second-order susceptibility of thin

overlayer materials.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

When two dissimilar materials are brought in contact with each other, a new class of

physical problems is generated. The interface of this system, as compared to the bulk,

has intrinsically different physical properties that strongly depend on the interfacial

atomic arrangement and the electronic structure of the two materials joined at the

junction. The development of a microscopic understanding of these exciting physical

problems is clearly a challenging scientific task.

Different physical phenomena are responsible for the new properties of the system.

For example, a new interfacial bond can have electronic states that are different from

the neighboring bulk materials [1,2,3, 4}; a new charge distribution, resulting from

interdiffusion or defects, generates a different band profile which can lead to new

electronic states [5, 6, 7]. All of these phenomena influence the macroscopic physical

properties of the entire system and in particular the thin overlayer.
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Thin films are fundamentally important in their own right. Charge transport, low

dimensional excitations, defect states and deformation potentials in thin films are all

the subject of much research [8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. The increased attention in this area

results in part from the existence of many interesting physical phenomena which only

exist in materials with low dimensionality. In general, the bulk physical properties

of a thin overlayer are dependent on the interface, particularly as the overlayer

thickness becomes comparable to the diffusion length of the free carriers. Solid/solid

interfaces and thin films are also of technological importance. The successful growth,

fabrication and characterization of electronic devices is a direct consequence of an

accurate fundamental knowledge of buried interfaces.

Although new methods have been developed and used with limited success to

reveal specific features about the buried interface [14, 15, 16, 17], basic problems

still remain. Solid/solid interfaces are buried under a thick overlayer which is greater

than the escape and penetration depth of an electron in a solid. This makes buried

interfaces inaccessible to the electronic diagnostic techniques currently being used

widely in surface science. Linear optical scattering is a powerful probe to investigate

the bulk of a material, however, it gives very little interface specificity. On the other

hand, second-order nonlinear optical probes are intrinsically sensitive to interfaces

and have proven to be a powerful tool in surface diagnostics. For example the

results of surface studies using second-order nonlinear optics, namely sum-frequency

(SF) and second-harmonic (SH) generation, corroborate with results obtained using

2



electronic techniques.

Therefore, nonlinear optical methods are well suited for studying buried inter

faces, both because they are able to penetrate bulk material and because they have

demonstrated interface sensitivity. Demonstration of surface sensitivity of SHG and

SFG was the subject of research for many years [18, 19, 20]. While the surface

sensitivity of SHG and SFG has been used extensively, few SHG studies have been

performed on buried solid interfaces [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] and even fewer have utilized

the spectroscopic aspect of SHG [22, 24, 25].

The first experiment on solid/solid interfaces was performed by McGilp and Yeh

on Au/Si systems [23]. The polarized SHG intensity was measured as a function

of the input polarization of the laser beam. It was found that the symmetry of

the interface changed as a function of the Au overlayer coverage. See Fig. 1.1.

This change was explained as follows. The gold absorption produces interface states

associated with steps. These steps, and thus the interface states, were found to be

localized along the [II2] direction which change the symmetry of the junction.

The first nonlinear optical spectroscopy experiments on solid/solid interfaces were

carried out by Heinz et. al. on CaF2 /Si(111) [22]. SFG and SHG measurements as

a function of the fundamental photon energy were used to determine an interfacial

band gap. See Fig. 1.2. The interesting result of this work is due to the new interfacial

bond combination. It was found that the Ca (4s) and Si (3p) orbitals hybridize to

produce bonding and antibonding bands at the interface with an energy separation

3



well within the band gap of the CaF2. Heinz et. ai. detected a transition between

the bonding and antibonding orbitals of the interface states.

This thesis is concerned with the use of nonlinear optical spectroscopy to inves

tigate ZnSe/GaAs heterostructures. ZnSe/GaAs(OOl) is an important non-centro

symmetric system that has received intense recent interest, in part, due to laser

action being achieved in ZnSe near its optical band-gap energy of 2.67 eV [26]. The

ZnSe/GaAs heterostructure exhibits a rich phenomenology brought about by an

interplay of the physics and chemistry of the interface. For example, different re

constructions of the buried GaAs surface created during epitaxial growth have been

observed to induce dramatically different photoconductive properties [27]. Thin ZnSe

layers grow pseudomorphically on GaAs and then abruptly relax, leaving dislocations

and point defects at the buried interface [28, 29, 30], charge traps are believed to also

exist at the interface, however, their nature and origin are only partially understood

[31 ].

In contrast to CaFdSi(111), the new phenomena at the interface of the ZnSe/GaAs

heterostructure arises as a result of a new band profile which allows new electronic

states in the system. This band profile was first determined by Kassel et. al. [32J.

Their electrolyte eleetrorefiectance measurements showed a weak peak corresponding

to a real cross-over transition between the valence band of ZnSe and the resonance

state of the quantum well created by the band bending. This thesis concentrates

4



on understanding the effect that this band bending has on nonlinear optical spec-

troscopy. Our work provides new examples of the sensitivity of SHG to buried

interfaces [25}, interfacial defects, lattice relaxation, substrate surface reconstruc-

tion, and band bending [33]. It also contains newly developed techniques to measure

the nonlinear susceptibility of thin overlayers (34), interfacial trap lifetime (35), rel-

ative interfacial trap density, and critical thickness, and to determine the interfacial

charge.

This report is organized in the following way. A general discussion of second-

order nonlinear optics is given in Chapter 2. The symmetry dependence of the

second order susceptibility and the azimuthal angular dependence of the nonlinear

polarization term are discussed. Higher order contributions are briefly addressed and

the anisotropic and isotropic part of these contributions are explained. Lastly, SHG

intensity in reflection from a semi-infinite media is described.

In Chapter 3, a description of our samples and experimental set-up is gIVen

along with an explanation of some important considerations which arise in this type

of experiment. Other linear optical methods which were used to characterize the

samples are also discussed.

In Chapter 4 some of the important physical properties of ZnSe and GaAs are

discussed. Selection rules and possible optical transitions are explained.

The subject of Chapter 5 is the interference in reflected second-harmonic gener-

ation from two adjoined nonlinear slabs. A theory for the phenomena is presented

5



and is used to explain the experimental results obtained using ZnSejGaAs(OOl) het

erostructures. This phenomenon is introduced as a new method to measure the

second-order susceptibility of a thin overlayer. The experimental results of the

frequency-dependent bulk nonlinear susceptibility for ZnSe near the Eo transition

are also presented and compared to our theoretical calculations.

In Chapter 6 we have discussed the use of three-wave mixing spectroscopy for

probing the interfacial electronic structure of a ZnSejGaAs(001) heterostructure.

Observed spectral features at 2.72 and 2.92 eV are explained. This chapter includes

details on thickness dependent measurements that were used to determine the spatial

origin of SH signals in multilayer systems. A theoretical model for the interface

quantum well is also provided.

Chapter 7 is devoted to a new experimental technique we have developed, called

photomodulation-second-harmonic generation (PSHG). We explain the basic theory

of this technique and then present practical applications towards measurements of

interface charge, trap lifetimes and trap density.

A brief conclusion is given in Chapter 8.

6
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Chapter 2

Second-order Nonlinear Optics:

Theoretical Background

The response of a material to strong optical fields of lasers can be nonlinear. This

nonlinearity is characterized through the susceptibility that gives rise to a nonlinear

polarization source, pNLS. The nonlinear source polarization radiates an eleetro-

magnetic wave with angular frequency which is different than the frequency of the

incident laser beam. The propagation of the radiated electric field, E, must obey

the nonlinear wave equation [36}:

(2.1)

Here W3 is the angular frequency of the nonlinear polarization. E is the frequency-

dependent linear dielectric constant of the medium. We are only interested in the

9
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(2.2)

(2.3)

of an electric field at W3 is called sum-frequency generation (SFG) when WI i W2, and

The dipole contribution in the system under investigation dominates and will be

Here WI and W2 are the angular frequencies of the incident laser beams. Generation

second-order nonlinear response of the system, where we can write:

is related to the incident beam as follows:

second-harmonic generation (SHG) when WI = W2 w. The nonlinear polarization

The first part is the second-order term in the expansion of P as a function of local

electric field. This is the dipole contribution. The second term arises from the

nonlocal response of the system, which is the expansion of P as a function of the

derivative of the electric field. This term carries the electric quadrupole and magnetic

dipole contributions. The higher order term of P can be written [37, 38, 39, 40]

Here 8,13, I, and ( are phenomenological constants. It should be noted that the first

three terms are isotropic in character, and the last term is anisotropic with respect

to the orientation of the crystal. The relationship between 8,13, I, (, and r ijk1 will

be discussed later in this chapter.

discussed in more detail. Under the dipole approximation the nonlinear polarization,
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..
(2.5)P .(2W) _ ~2w). E(w)E(w)

t - XtJk • J k'

r is a damping factor. The expression for xUl carries eight terms describing the

direction. The states Ig), In) andln') are eigenstates of the unperturbed system, and

where N is the number density of electrons and ri is the space operator in the ith

in each term presents the coupling of the photons with matter in three separate.

11

different time ordering of the photons. The multiplication of three matrix elements •

steps. As an example (ri)gnt(rJntn(rk)ng corresponds to: (1) the coupling of the

ground state, Ig), to the excited state, In), with the k component of the field in the.

are not reproduced here. The resultant expression for xUl is

density matrix. The details of this approach are given in many text books [36] and

ceptibility [41, 42,43, 36J. A general and useful derivation for X(2) uses the one body

2.1 Second-order Nonlinear Susceptibility

There are several methods to formulate and discuss the second-order nonlinear sus-

will discuss some of the physical aspects of this susceptibility in more detail.

nonlinear optics can be explained via this susceptibility. In the next few sections we

the incident photons to the medium. The underlying physics of the second-order

The second-order susceptibility, X(2W), is the response of the system at 2w and couples

pNLS, for SHG can be written as:



first step of the mixing, (2) the coupling of the excited state, In}, to another excited

state, In'}, with the j component of field in the second step, and (3) the coupling of

the excited state, In'}, with the ground state, Ig}, with the i component of the field

in the final step. The summation indicates that the process must go over all possible

excited states. One of the possible mixing processes is shown in Fig. 2.1.

The odd number of matrix elements in the numerator of each term also shows

the sensitivity of X(2) to the symmetry of the system. For example, if a system is

invariant under inversion symmetry the product of (ri)gn/(rj)n1n(rk)ng, independent

of the subscripts i,j, and k, is always zero. The non-zero value of X(2) appears in the

presence of a broken symmetry. This property of X(2) makes second-order nonlinear

optics a powerful tool for studying the interfaces, where symmetry in the normal

direction to the junction is broken. We will discuss the symmetry dependence of X(2)

in more detail in Section 2.1.1.

The resonant nature of X(2), as expressed in the denominator of each term, is

another important aspect of the second-order susceptibility. Whenever the energy

of the input beam (fundamental) or output beam (upconverted photon) matches a

transition, X(2) becomes a large pure imaginary number. This results in a peak in the

SH or SF spectra. Of course, to estimate the peak intensity we must also consider

the joint density of states of the system. This part of the discussion will be explained

in chapter 5, and the result will be compared to the experimental data.
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The second-order susceptibility tensor, X(2), has 27 elements. However, in most

2.1.1 X(2) and Symmetry

practical applications many elements of X(2) are zero and some of the non-zero terms

are related. This greatly simplifies any investigation involving X(2). Our studies,

described in Appendix A, show that the non-zero elements of X(2) for C4v symmetry

(e.g. surface of fcc[OOl]) are:

Xxxz = Xyyz

Xxzx = Xyzy

Xzxx = Xzyy

and

Xzzz'

In the same Appendix we show that the only non-zero elements of X(2) in GaAs(OOl)

or ZnSe(OOl) with 43m symmetry are:

Xijk with i f:- j f:- k.

2.2 Isotropic and Anisotropic Properties of P (2w)

With the use of symmetry the number of nonzero elements of X(2) can be appreciably

reduced (see Appendix A), and with the knowledge of the relationships between the

non-zero elements of the X(2) tensor, we can predict the dependence of the second-

order polarization, p(2w), on second-order susceptibility, X(2), and azimuthal angle

13
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<P, which is the angle between plane of incidence and a fixed axis of the crystal.

This section will describe the calculation of p(2w) as a function of X(2) and <p for

C
4v

(non-reconstructed GaAs[OOl) surface) and 43m (bulk of GaAs[OOlJ) symmetry

in a P-in/S-out polarization configuration. Calculations for the other polarization

configurations should then be straightforward, and the results are tabulated in Table

2.1.

First we write the expression of p(2w) in the lab frame (see Fig. 2.2). In the

following we will take x =1, y - 2, and z 3 for convenience. Summation over

repeated indices is understood.

The tensor elements of x~f2 in the lab frame are related to the x~f2 in the crystal

frame through the rotation operator, R( <p),

where cos <p - sin <p 0

R( <p) = sin <p cos <p 0

(2.8)

(2.9)

Thus,

o o 1

(2.10)

Here <p is the angle between the [100) direction and the plane of incidence. For the

C
4v

system the value of i must be equal to 3, however, R23 is zero and thus X~~~ = O.

The situation for the 43m system is simpler since x~~l is zero independent of i.

14



With the same method we can deduce that the tensor element of x~fi is also zero.

The last element, x~~l is worth looking at in more detail:

c.... L

X(L) - R·R R X(lQ - R ·R 'X(~)213 - 21 Ij 3k ijk - 21 I) ij3 (2.11)

(2.12)

For the 43m symmetry ij3 = 123 = 213 and C4v requires that ij3 = 113 = 223.

This leads to

{
x~fl = 0, for C4v and

x~~l = cos(2</»X~~J, for zinc-blende(OOl) crystal

This indicates that the SHG intensity in the P-in/S-out polarization configuration

varies as a function of cos2 (2</» for the 43m symmetry and is zero for C4v systems.

The results for 43m system are compared with the experimental data in Fig. 2.3.

There is excellent agreement. The details of the experiments will be discussed in the

next chapter.

2.3 Higher Order Bulk Contributions

We have seen that the higher order bulk contribution is non-local and can be written

as:

(2.13)

The fourth rank tensor, f ijk/, can be studied using the symmetry of the system. For

cubic materials such as GaAs and ZnSe (with 43m symmetry), the only nonzero

elements are:

r xxxx = f yyyy = r zzzz

15



These relationships were derived in a similar way as those discussed in Appendix A.

With S-in/S-out polarization configuration the second order polarization along the

(2.15)

(2.14)

(L) k E
P y = ryYiyEy i y

r yzzy = r zyyz = r zxxz = r xzzx = r xyyx = r yxxy

r yyzz = r zzyy = r zzxx = r xxzz = r xxyy = r yyxx

r yzyz = r zxzx = r xzxz = r yxyx = r xyxy

represents its value in the lab frame and can be transformed to the crystal frame by

y-axIs IS:

The subscript i can only be equal to x and z. The fourth rank tensor element r~tly

a rotation operator as seen before. Using equation 2.14 and 2.15 we can rewrite the

expresslOn as:

P __ ~ . ("'-)(r(C) r(C) _ rC) r(C) )E2 k
y - 4 SIn 40/ xyyx + yxyx xxxx + xxyy y x' (2.16)

With

( = r xxxx - r xyyx - r yxyx - r xxyy

the polarization can be rewritten in the form:

_ {sin 4¢>E2 k
Py -., 4 y x'

(2.17)

Clearly in this polarization configuration one can study the isotropic contribution of

higher order nonlinearity (i.e. O.

16
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Using the same method with the S-in/P-out polarization configuration, the first

and third components of the polarization can be written as:

D _ r(L) E.k.E - r(L) E 2k· - r(L) E 2k r(L) E 2k
r x - xijk t J k - xyjy Y J - xyxy Y x + xyzy y z,

and after transforming r(L) to the crystal frame we have

(2.18)

n _ -2 . 2 "" 2 ""[r(C) r(C) + r(C) ]E2k + r(C) ( . 4 A. + 4 "")E2k (2.19)r x - SIn 'f'cos 'f' xxxx + xxyy xyyx y x xyxy sIn 'f' cos 'f' y z

With conventional parameters [38]

r(C) - (
xxxx -, +

r(C) - f3
xxyy -

r(C) = '"'I - f3 - 2'"'1
xyyx J J

r (C) - 2
xyxy - ,

we can rewrite the polarization as

and

P - r . E 2k· - r(L} E 2 r(L} E 2k - r(C} E 2k - lE2k
z - zyty y ,- zyxy y + zyzy y z - zxzx y z - 2 y z·

(2.20)

(2.21 )

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

This relationship suggests that in the S-in/P-out polarization configuration one can

study the tensor element, at <p = O. However, at this orientation the surface

or interface also contributes to the radiation. Thus} one can only study the linear

combination of, and the surface tensor elements.
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2.4 Second-order Nonlinear Electronic Fields

Now that we have established how the second-order order nonlinear source polariza-

tion depends on the susceptibilities, we can study the field generated by this polar-

ization. The complete form of the nonlinear field is quite complex. This is mostly

due to the boundary conditions and the coupling to the linear fields. In the following

section, we will describe the second harmonic field in a simple semi-infinite slab. Be-

cause our experiments utilize the p-injs-out polarization configuration, calculation

of p-injs-out will be given in detail. Calculation of the s-injp-out and p-injp-out

polarization configurations are straightforward extensions of the p-injs-out results.

We choose the coordinate system so that the vacuumjcrystal boundary is at

i,
1

I
i
I
i
I
I
!
!
f
I;
i e

I
I
i~
;~:'

z = 0, and the plane of incidence contains the z- and x-axis (Fig. 2.4). For all

the expressions below, the subscript "1" is used for the semi-infinite medium. The

subscript "Rim" refers to the reflected harmonic wave which is generated in medium

"l" and propagates through medium "m". We also assume that the second-order

inversion symmetry. The incident wave is refracted into the crystal, and the trans-

matic plane wave with frequency w impinges from vacuum onto a crystal that lacks

susceptibilities and dielectric constants change discontinuously at all interfaces.

Review of Semi-Infinite Medium Results2.4.1

In the semi-infinite problem, first solved by Bloembergen and Pershan [46], a monochro-

mitted field interacts with the nonlinear medium to produce a second harmonic

18



source polarization, p(2w), and thus an electric field, E(2w). The propagation of this

field is described by equation 2.1. The wavevector of the source term in Eq. (2.5) is

In the following calculations we assume that p(2w) is independent of position

inside the semi-infinite medium. The exact solution to Eq. (2.1) under this circum-

stance is

(2.26)

where f> is a unit vector in the direction of p(2w). The first term of Eq. (2.26)

is the free wave solution. This wave propagates in the direction of kj, and its

amplitude is determined by boundary conditions. The second term is a particular

wavevector in medium i.

A harmonic wave is also radiated into the vacuum. Since there is no source term

solution of the nonlinear wave equation. This field is bound to the fundamental wave,

(2.27)E (2w) _ A E(2W) i(kJo ·r-2wt)
RIO - eRlO RIO e ,

bound waves respectively, and kfi (kbi ) represents the magnitude of the free (bound)

and propagates with waveveetor k b• The subscripts "f" and "b" refer to free and

where eRlO is the unit vector in the direction of E~~J. The wavevector of the reflected

tude of E~~J is determined using standard boundary conditions at the interface, i.e.

in the vacuum, the solution of Eq. (2.1) is simply

SH, kfo, has the same direction as the reflected fundamental field and the magni-

19



-
continuity for the tangential components of the electric and the magnetic fields. The

s-polarized component of E~~d, i.e. Ef,'1110 1 is proportional to the component of P

along the y-axis in medium 1, P1-,l' (see Appendix B). In particular we have ,
f
I:

Ef'11l0 = 41f P1-,l [k f1'z - kb1,Z]. (2.28)
, Eb1 - Ef1 k f1 ,z - kfo,z

waveveetor as a function of the incident waveveetor.

transmitted fundamental field in medium 1. Using Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) we have

For zinc blende crystals such as GaAs(OOl) and ZnSe(OOl) m the p-injs-out

(2.29)p(2W) _ -ktl,z ktl,x 2 (2"") t(w)2 (2) E(w)2
1-,1 - P COS 'f' 11,01 Xxyz II '

tl

light beam with angular frequency w propagating from medium i to medium j, and

where t~~lj (r~~lj) is the Fresnel refraction (reflection) coefficient for an a-polarized

incidence. ktl,z and ktl,x are the z and x wavevector components, respectively, of the

Et) is the component of the incident p-polarized input field parallel to the plane of

polarization configuration, the second-order bulk polarization has the form

Ej(W) is the w-dependent linear dielectric constant of medium j. Conservation of kn

Here, kij,z is the z component of k ij and Ebj(2w) = Ej(W), EJj(2w) = Ej(2w), and

at all frequencies ( Snell's law) enables one to determine the components of each

E(2W) _ (2) Y E(W)2
1-,R10 - Xxyz t1' (2.30)

where

Y
= -ktl,z ktl,x 41f kfl,z - kb1 ,z 2 (2"") t(w)2

2 k _ k cos 'f' 11,01'
ktl Eb1 - Ef1 f1,z fO,Z

(2.31 )
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The coefficient Y depends only on the linear properties of the bulk medium and can be

calculated. Using a calculated Y and measured IE~,'J'11012 we can determine lxi~zl. In

Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6 we plot measured values of IE~J11012 and lxi~zl for GaAs(OOl),

respectively.

The Eo transition of GaAs is responsible for the small peak at 1.4 eV shown in

Fig. 2.5. The GaAs peak is less pronounced than the ZnSe because the joint density

of states (JDOS) at the r point in GaAs is rv20 smaller than in ZnSe. Previous

measurements of xi.~z in GaAs [47, 48, 49, 50] did not exhibit the Eo transition of

this semiconductor. This may have been a result of poor resolution of the apparatus.

and/or sample quality. The broad peak at rv2.96 eV in Fig. 2.6 corresponds to the

E1 transition of GaAs.

In some physical situations the magnitude of the second-order susceptibility can

vary as a function of position within the semi-infinite medium. This can arise as a

result of local stresses or electric fields near the interface. In Appendix C we give

a solution for the special case where the susceptibility decays exponentially with

distance from the vacuum/crystal interface.
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Table 2.1: Angular dependence of p(2w) for 43m and C4v symmetry.

Polarization C4v 43m(OOl)

Pin/Pout 2X1l3E IE3X + (X3u E'f +X333 E j)Z -X123(2E1E3x + Elz) sin(24))

Pin/Sout 0 2 Xl23 EI E3 cos(24))fJ

Sin/Pout E ZA XIZ3Ei sin(24))zX31l ZZ

Sin/Sout 0 0
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Figure 2.1: A possible mixing process in a three-level system.



Y (lab frame)

(crystal frame)

x(lab frame)

Figure 2.2: A simplified schematic of crystal and lab frames. The z-axis is common
in both frames.
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Figure 2.3: Reflected SHG intensity at a fixed frequency from the ZnSejGaAs(OOl)
crystal as a function of rotation angle if> (degrees). Here if> is the angle between the
[100] direction and the plane of incidence. The input is p-polarized and the output
is s-polarized. The ratio of the peak signal to the null signal is ~ 5000. The solid
line is a theoretical prediction of this signal variation.
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Figure 2.4: Simplified coordinate system that defines the boundaries and the direc
tion of fundamental and second-harmonic electric fields for the case of a semi·infinite
slab. All angles between the wavevectors and the z-axis are positive and less t hi! n
90°.
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two-photon energy. The error bars represent the range of values obtained from
several measurements.
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Chapter 3

Experimental

In this chapter we discuss the generation and detection of SF and SH signals as

a function of time, azimuthal angle, and more importantly, frequency. Since the

key to accurate nonlinear spectroscopic studies is the correct experimental set-up,

a detailed description of our experimental arrangements is necessary. The layout of

the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3.1 and 3.2.

3.1 Optical Arrangements

A rough schematic of the optical set-up for SHG and SFG is shown in Fig. 3.1. In

these experiments polarized beams of laser light with frequencies of WI and W2 are

sent to a sample where photons with frequency of W3 = WI +W2 are generated. Then,

the fundamental photons are stopped by a spectral filter and the intensity of the

second-order field is measured.
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Second-order nonlinear optics requires a field of rv 1 KVjcm [51] which corre

sponds to a beam intensity of 2.7 KW j cm2 • This high intensity can only be achieved

by a laser. In our work we have used several lasers which are shown in a more detailed

schematic of our apparatus in Fig. 3.2.

In our experiments the main laser was a DCR-3 Nd:YAG, made by Spectra

Physics. It produced pulses of 10 nsec in duration at a 10 Hz repetition rate. The

average power of the 1064 nm output of this laser was rv 900 mJjpulse. A heated

phase-matched KDP SH crystal with an efficiency of 45% was used to generate pulses

at 532 nm. The output of the Nd:YAG laser had a fixed frequency and could only

produce its harmonic using nonlinear crystals. Therefore, it was not tunable and

could not be used for spectroscopy. However, this output could be used to pump a

dye laser, which is a tunable light source.

Our dye laser was a Spectra-Physics PDL-2, and it was pumped by the output

of the Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm. The schematic of this laser is shown in Fig. 3.3.

A PDL-2 dye laser consists of an oscillator, pre-amplifier, and amplifier. We were

able to cover a broad range of frequencies using different types of dye materials.

Each dye solution covered a short range of energy. For all dyes used, the amplifier

was longitudinally pumped, and the oscillator was transversely pumped. A typical

output spectra of this laser with LDS751 dye is shown in Fig. 3.4.

A standard 532 nm pumped PDL-2 dye laser can cover a range of 1.38 eV (900

nm) to 2.22 eV (560 nm), but the most interesting part of the spectra in our case was
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in the range of 900 nm to 1000 nm. To generate such an output we have modified

our PDL-2 dye laser with a new grating from Milton Roy Co. This grating contains

1200 grooves/mm with efficiency greater than 70 % in the red-IR. With this grating

and using the pre-amp, the LDS925 Exciton dye can cover a range of 905 nm to 970

nm. It was determined through trial and error that 144 mg/l and 10 mg/l of this

dye in methanol for the oscillator and for the amplifier, respectively, gave optimal

output power. The power spectra of this dye is shown in Fig. 3.5.

Here we will describe the optical arrangement which was used to send the output

of the dye laser to the sample for use in optical spectroscopy. The output of the dye

laser was first collimated and then sent into the far field in order to spatially filter out

the hot spots in the beam. This prevented sample damage. In the SFG experiments

the remainder of the 1064 nm output of the Nd:YAG laser had to be sent to a delay

line for temporal matching with the dye laser output. After filtering, the beam was

again collimated and sent to a wedged fused silica beam splitter. The beam splitter

sent ",10% of the total intensity to a wedged quartz plate for normalization purposes.

Because our experiments utilize the P-in/S-out polarization configuration, and the

dye laser output is S-polarized, the polarization of the dye laser beam needed to be

rotated by 90 degrees. This was accomplished by using a prism combination and a

polarizer in the sample line. The prism combination is shown in Fig. 3.6. The beam

was then passed through a spectral filter to stop any background light at 2w before

illuminating the sample.
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The angle of incidence was 75°. At this angle, > 50% of the fundamental light was

transmitted into the ZnSe overlayer. The collimated beam was '"'-'1.5 mm in diameter

and had a fluence of '"'-'5 mJ/cm2 • This fluence could produce a SHG signal on

average of '"'-'50 photons/laser pulse and signal/background of '"'-'100. The background

signal was measured by blocking the laser beam and the value of signal/background

was obtained by averaging over 1000 laser pulses. The reflected SH or SF beam of

the sample was accompanied by the fundamental beam with an average of '"'-' 1016

photons/pulse. To stop the fundamental we used a monochromator and spectral

filters. The filters attenuate the fundamental beam by 12 orders of magnitude. A

polarizer was used to select the polarization state of the SF or SH signal. The output

of the polarizer was focused with a UV enhanced quartz lens to the slit of a Jarrel

Ash Mono Spec 18 monochromator. To eliminate background UV, another spectral

filter was used at the entrance slit of the monochromator. The SF and SH light

was then detected at the exit slit of the monochromator by a Hamamatsu R943-02

photomultiplier tube. The alignment and position of the beam on the sample was

monitored using a video camera and TV monitor.

3.2 Normalization

In chapter 2 we saw that the SH intensity was related to the square of the laser

intensity. Systematic and uncontrolled variations in intensity must be compensated

as a function of frequency and time. We have measured the SH or SF intensity of a
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well-known nonlinear crystal and used it to normalize the SH or SF intensity of the

sample. This procedure is essential because:

1- At a fixed frequency both the spatial and temporal beam profile of the laser

fluctuate. This affects the signal to noise ratio of the SH results.

2- The power of the dye laser is a strong function of frequency. Without the COf-

rect normalization, this frequency dependence of power introduces a false structure

in to the spectra.

These variations call for a reference sample and a reference arm with the following

specifications:

a- The nonlinear output of the reference sample must be well understood and

should be free of spectral structures.

b- The beam splitter must be an equal distance from both the sample and ref-

erence. This assures that both the sample and the reference are illuminated by the

same beam spatial profile.

c- The reference and sample arms must be identical; that is, all optics in both

arms must have the same spectral specifications.

d- Because of the polarization dependence of the monochromators, both the

reference and the sample monochromator must detect the same polarization output.

Our reference was a y-cut (i.e. the y-axis was normal to the face of the crystal)

wedged quartz plate. This face of the crystal was used for the following reasons. This

face of the crystal, in contrast to z-cut quartz, does not have any optical activity,
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(3.1)

and since X~n of a quartz crystal does not couple to the z-direction of an electric

field, the birefringence property of a y-cut crystal does not effect the SHG output.

However, the reflected SH and SF of quartz is quite small, and the transmitted SH

or SF signal had to be used.

At each frequency we have normalized the sample signal to the maximum SH

or SF output of the reference. Because of phase matching and interference, the

transmitted SH intensity of the reference sample oscillates as a function of the angle

of incidence (Maker fringes [52]) and the fundamental frequency. We could not

maximize the signal by changing the angle of incidence at each frequency. This

results from the fact that the maximum is not a simple function of fundamental

intensity. To demonstrate this fact, we studied the output transmitted intensity of

a quartz plate. Details are given in Appendix E; the result is

(2w) 2VEjI COSOf1[COS Oi + VEb1 cos ObI) id(k -k )E = Q{- e O,z fl,z

Trans, [VEfl cos Of1 + cos 0d2

0f1 cos 0f1 + 0b1 cos ObI 'd(k -k }+ et o,z bl,z}

0fl COS 0f1 + COS Oi

A description of the parameters is given in Chapter 2. Using Eq. (3.1) we have

plotted the SH intensity as a function of the angle of incidence for two different input

frequencies in Fig. 3.7. The fundamental intensity is the same for these two cases.

One can readily see that the position of the intensity maxima is shifted, and also

that the maxima have different values. This is due to the fact that the envelope

function of the Maker fringes is not a fiat curve. It demonstrates that two input

beams, with the same intensity, but different frequencies could result in different
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output intensities. We must remember that this frequency dependence is not due to

the band structure of quartz but is due to the interference.

We simply need to flatten the envelope function of the Maker fringes to solve

this problem. This can be achieved by using a wedged quartz plate with a small

apex angle. With this condition the beam impinges on the plate at normal incidence

and the fringes result by translation of the plate normal to the beam direction.

The resultant SH intensity for two input beams with the same intensity is shown

in Fig. 3.8. The plot shows that even though the position of the maxima is not

constant
1

the envelope is flat and all of the maxima are at the same value. In this

case we can simplify Eq. ( 3.1) to

(3.2)

where

-2VEjl[1 + VEbll (3.3)
Cl = Q [VEfl + IF '

VEjl + VEbl (3.4)C2 = Q
VEfl + 1

and

6¢> = (kfl •z - kbl •z ). (3.5)

This also shows that the minimum of the intensity for the quartz crystal is zero (see

Fig. 3.8).
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(3.7)

(3.8)

3.2.1 Beam Size Effect

which affects the amplitude of the output intensity. However, this effect does not

The finite size of the beam width also introduces a complication to the output power

36

w. Thus, the total intensity is approximately equal to the integration of I(2w) over

introduce any new systematic on our normalization procedure. To calculate this

of the reference. Each section of the beam travels a different length in the plate,

the disk area; that is

effect we approximate the beam profile by a disk of constant intensity and diameter

where /0 is the thickness of the crystal at the center of the disk. With proper choice

where

of coordinates, this reduces to

A plot of cI> as a function of /0 is shown in Fig. 3.9. It is evident from this plot that

too small. This can be seen more clearly if we approximate C1 = -Cz.

the minimum of the fringes for the quartz crystal is non-zero since the value of <]) is



3.3 Samples

Our heterostructure sample consists of an epitaxial layer of undoped (n ~ 1 X

1015cm-3
) ZnSe[OOl], with thickness ranging from 50 A to 1 flm, grown on a 0.5 flm

undoped (n ~ 5 X 1015cm-3 ) GaAs film, terminated with a 2x4 surface reconstruction

(see Fig. 3.10). The films were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a n+

silicon doped GaAs substrate in a MBE dual chamber at Bellcore [65]. One chamber

was designed for the growth of GaAs and the other was used to grow the ZnSe

overlayer. These two growth chambers were connected by UHV transfer modules.

Our only 3xl buried GaAs surface reconstructed sample consisted of a 215 A ZnSe

overlayer; the procedure used to grow this sample is explained in reference [27]. At

present there is substantial technological interest in the ZnSe/GaAs heterostructure,

because ZnSe has been demonstrated to lase at rv2.67 eV[26]. As a result of this

interest our samples have been well characterized morphologically, chemically, and

to some extent electrically [53].

3.4 Data Acquisition

The output of the reference PMT was sent directly to a Stanford Research Boxcar

Averager model SR250, but the output of the sample PMT was first amplified using a

Canberra Timing Filter Amplifier model 2111, and then sent to another Boxcar. The

Boxcar averager produced a 10 nsec gate for the integration of the signals. To have
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an active background subtraction, we triggered the boxcar at 20 Hz, twice the laser

repetition rate, with an electrical frequency doubler (see Fig. 3.11), and operated the

boxcar in toggle mode. In toggle mode the boxcar averager assigned an alternative

sign to each incoming signal. With a 10 Hz signal, the boxcar averager received a

signal and then received the background 50 msec after. In toggle mode, all signals

carried the same sign, and all backgrounds carried the opposite sign; in this way

the average dc output was proportional to the signal minus the background. The

dc output of the boxcar was digitized using an A-D converter in a SR245 Stanford

Research computer interface, and then sent to a AT&T 6321 WGS computer. The

computer interface communicated with the computer through a National Instrument

GPIB board.

/

With the "sampling" setting on the boxcar averager set on 100, the output dc

voltage was a dynamical average of 100 laser shots. Using this set-up, total of 5000

shots were averaged for both the reference and the sample. For each data point on

the spectra, the dye laser monochromator was set at the desired wavelength, then

both sample and reference monochromators were optimized, and the wedged quartz

plate was moved for maximum SH output before the data acquisition began. This

procedure was repeated to cover all wavelengths available in the range of the par

ticular dye. The entire operation was automated using computer controlled stepper

motors. The programs were written in ASYST. Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 show a schematic

of the stepper motor and a typical SH spectra, respectively. The error bars in Fig.
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3.13 represent the range of values obtained from several measurements.

Linear Spectroscopy3.5.1

3.5 Other Optical Methods

We have also measured linear reflectivity as a function of wavelength and the angle

of incidence to characterize our samples. These two techniques are briefly described

here. The formulation for these techniques is given in Appendix F.

It has been seen that the accurate interpretation of nonlinear optical results is highly

related to the correct knowledge of the linear properties of the sample. One of these

properties is the dielectric constant. These data were available for ZnSe and GaAs

in the literature [54, 55, 56, 57J. We checked the accuracy and applicability of these

data for our systems by performing linear spectroscopy experiments. The schematic

for the linear reflectivity experiments is shown in Fig. 3.14. The light source in these

experiments was a tungsten and D2 lamp-monochromator-chopper and the signal

detector was a silicon photodiode and a lock-in amplifier. The results of the samples

with various thicknesses are shown in Fig. 3.15. There was good agreement between

our calculation based on Eq. (F.3) and the experimental results. This indicated

that the values for the dielectric constant in reference [54, 55J were applicable for

our samples.



3.5.2 Thickness Measurements

To measure the thickness of the ZnSe overlayer in our heterostructure samples, linear

reflectivity experiments were performed as a function of the angle of incidence. In

these measurements a HeNe laser in the p-polarization configuration along with a

() - 2() table was used. A schematic of the experimental arrangement is shown in

Fig. 3.16. The experimental result was then fitted to Eq. (F.3) for only one free

parameter, thickness. The results for the two samples with thicknesses of 215 A and

10280 A are shown in Fig. 3.17.
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Figure 3:1: A rough schematic of the optical setup for SFG and SHG measurements.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of experimental setup for SFG and SHG measurements.
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Figure 3.6: A schematic of the prism combination. This combination was used to

rotate the polarization by 90 degrees, independent of wavelength.
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Chapter 4

Physical Properties of ZnSe and

GaAs

The model system for our studies is the ZnSeJGaAs(OOl) heterostructure. This sys

tem was chosen because it exhibits many interesting fundamental physical problems

and as a result of its practical application has been carefully characterized. This

chapter discusses some of the basic physical properties of the ZnSe and GaAs bulk

materials and introduces concepts required to discuss allowed optical transitions.

4.1 Crystalline Properties

Both ZnSe and GaAs crystallize in a zinc-blende structure. This structure consists of

two face-center cubic lattices which are displaced from each other by a fourth of the

lattice constant in the direction of (111) (Fig. 4.1). Each elementary cell contains
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two atoms (e.g. Zn and Se or Ga and As) located at (0,0,0) and (a/4,a/4,a/4),

where a is the lattice constant. The lattice constants for GaAs and ZnSe at room

temperature are 5.6533 Aand 5.6684 A, respectively [58, 59]. This corresponds to

a lattice mismatch of !aGaAs - aznsel/aGaAs = .27%. The first Brillouin zone (BZ) of

ZnSe and GaAs crystal is a truncated octahedron. The first BZ is shown in Fig. 4.2.

We have also indicated several high symmetry points in the figure.

It should be noted that different cuts of ZnSe or GaAs result in different surface

fields. The (111) or (001) surfaces contain only one atom type (e.g. Ga or As).

This produces a polar surface. However the (110) zinc blende surface contains equal

numbers of both atom types and thus, is electrically neutral and is considered a

non-polar face.

4.2 Electronic Structures

There are 8 outer electrons in both GaAs (III-V) and ZnSe (II-VI). These electrons

are shared by two atoms to generate band combinations. The other electrons are

localized around the nuclei and are not involved in the optical transition in our

energy range. The eight outer electrons are hybridized to form Sp3 orbitals. These

orbitals generate a tetrahedral bond combination within the two atoms.

For further discussion of the electronic structure of these two semiconductors we

need to establish a general idea about the band structure of the system.
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We can start with the Hamiltonian of a solid crystal [60]. That is

where the first and second terms are the summation of the electron kinetic energy

and electron-electron Coulomb interaction, respectively. The last term represents the

Coulomb interaction between the electron and the positively charged lattice. With

the use of a mean field approximation where we assume each electron moves in an

average field produced by all other electrons, the Hamiltonian reduces to the simple

form of

where Hi is the one electron Hamiltonian of the ith electron. This can be written as

p~

Hi = -' + V(r).
2m

The potential V(r) contains both the electron-lattice and electron-electron interac-

tions. As a result, the wave function of the total Hamiltonian is the product of one

electron wave function. It should be noted that the V(r) carries the same symmetry

as the solid, that is V(r) = V(r - a) where a is the lattice spacing in the system.

For simplicity, the one dimensional problem will be discussed below, that is

H(x,p) = ~ + V(x). Because of the periodicity of V(x), we have

H(x,p) = H(x + a,p).

This suggested that the eigenfunction can be written as an eigenfunction of the

translation operator, T.
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The eigenfunctions of T can be written in the form (xITI,¢,) = ).(xl'¢'). By defining

). = eika , we can write

We also define Uk = e-ikx,¢,(x), which leads to Uk(X + a) = Uk(X) and

where '¢'(x) is a plane wave modulated by a function with periodicity of the lattice.

This wave function is called a Bloch wave. It is clear that the bulk of the crystal

must have real k, otherwise '¢'(x) diverges for large x.

Now we can write the Schordinger equation as

(4.1)

The eigenvalue E also carries a subscript n, which represents the band index. The

eigenvalue, E, as a function of k, for both ZnSe and GaAs are shown in Fig. 4.3. At

the highest symmetry point, (f), both semiconductors show minimum energy gaps.

The transition between the valence band and the conduction band at r is called the

Eo transition. Other important transitions are also shown in Fig. 4.3. We must note

that the valence band at k = 0, in the absence of the spin-orbit coupling, is six-fold

degenerate. The spin-orbit coupling breaks the degeneracy to a two- 0=1/2) and a

four-fold 0=3/2) degeneracy. These three valence bands, the heavy hole, the light

hole, and the split-off band, are displayed in Fig. 4.3.
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(4.2)

(4.3)

we are able to obtain the JDOS necessary to interpret second order optical processes

(see Appendix G for details of the derivation),

where

relationship to susceptibility we start with the expression of xi;) and t zz and relate

Here 1m( E) presents the imaginary part of t and the function Jev is the joint density

We must note that in calculating Jev , m and fPl 2 are taken to be constant. Thus,

4.2.2 Absorption Coefficient

and ZnSe, were calculated using known values of lmt(w), and are plotted in Fig. 4.4.

4.2.1 Joint Density of States

The absorption coefficient, (x, of ZnSe and GaAs is related to the imaginary part

To obtain an optical transition between two energy levels not only must the energy

the imaginary part of the dielectric constant to the joint density of states (JDOS),

of the dielectric constant and thus, the electronic structure of the system. This

from linear optical measurements.

states in the levels must exist. To describe this transition mathematically and its

of the incident photon match the transition energy, but also a nonzero density of

of states (JDOS). For a description of the parameters see Appendix G. Jev of GaAs
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content.

(4.4)
47f ~

a(w) = T1myc(w).

coefficient can be calculated for a given value of dielectric constant by

4.3 Selection Rules: Bulk

The existence of a certain symmetry in a system results in selection rules. The

In addition to knowing the band structure and JDOS, it is also essential to know

there is no absorption for energies less than the energy gap.

the selection rules that govern the system and determine which optical transitions

The absorption coefficients of ZnSe and GaAs are plotted in Fig. 4.5. It is clear that

are allowed, and which are forbidden. This section will explain the selection rules

that those transitions between the two highest valence bands and the two lowest

conduction bands of ZnSe or GaAs are allowed and that the intraband transition

of all optical transitions involved in X(2) and X(1) at k = 0 (f point). We will show

between the conduction bands is forbidden. We will elaborate in more detail about

the use of selection rules in determining allowable and forbidden transitions. This

discussion relies heavily on group theory and can be skipped without any loss of

Although an explanation of group theory is not included here, the important termi-

most systematic way to approach a symmetry problem is through group theory.

nology and theorems will be briefly explained wherever necessary.



The zinc-blende crystals are invariant under the symmetry operators E, 8C3 , 3C2 , 60"d

and 6S
4

[44, 45]. The collection of these operators forms the group Td' that is

(4.5)

Since a group is a closed set, the result of "multiplication" of the two elements is

an element of the set. The "multiplication" of elements is usually summarized in

a multiplication table. A group representation is used to describe the symmetry

operators. A representation of a group is a collection of mathematical entities that

has the same multiplication table as the original set, for this case Td [44, 45]. These

entities are taken to be matrices with the following properties:

1- square

2- non singular (i .e. the determinants of these matrices are nonzero)

3- form a group

This simply means that, for example, the operator E in 2 dimensions can be

represented by a 2 dimensional unitary matrix. Since it is easier to work with

matrices than the symmetry operators themselves, matrices are a good choice for

the representation of a group. However, one problem still remains unsolved. That

is for a given dimension, the matrix representation is not unique. We can start with

any representation, apply a similarity transformation (i.e. A' = S-1 AS), and get a

new representation. To solve this problem, groups are represented by the trace of the

matrices, called the character. This new representation is unique because the trace

of a matrix remains unchanged under any similarity transformation. The character
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table of 'I'd ('I'd is the double group of Td which includes the spin) is given in Table

4.1. Each row of the table is labeled with C, which is the character representation of

the group. Since E is the unitary operator, the trace of E is equal to the dimension of

the representation. For example, r 2(E) = 1 means that the r 2 is a one dimensional

representation; similarly, r 3 is a two-dimensional representation, and so on. It can

be shown that the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian of a system transform as one

of the irreducible representations of the group. The dimension of the irreducible

representation is equal to the degeneracy of the energy level. For example, Table 4.1

shows that the maximum degeneracy in GaAs or ZnSe is four-fold.

Basis Function4.3.1

In addition to the representation, the "form" of the basis function of each represen

tation is needed. The importance of this will be clear in the next section. By "basis

function" we do not mean the exact mathematical expression of the wavefunction,

but rather a very simple mathematical expression which transforms exactly like the

irreducible representation. As an example for the I-dimension representation, r 1, we

have to introduce a function, 'lfJl, such that it will be invariant under all operators.

The usual choice for this function is xyz. A systematic way to describe the basis

function is with projection operators. This method is described in reference [44] and

the resultant basis function for Td is tabulated in Table 4.1.

Now we can discuss the transition between the different energy levels of GaAs or



ZnSe. Let's take HI as the transition operator. We are interested in studying the

matrix element of

(4.6)

~. Let HI be described by one of the irreducible representations of the group,

say fHl. 'lj;Ct. transforms as f Ct., and H I 'Ij;{3, in general, contains parts that transform as

different irreducible representations of the group. In other words, H 1 'lj;{3 transforms

as the direct product of f Hl and f {3' Because of the orthogonality of the basis----
functions, the above matrix element is zero if the direct product of f {3 and f Hl does

not contain f Ct.. The direct product of Td is given in Table 4.2.

A. dipole transition operator is represented by f 5 (consult Table 4.1). Now if we

consider the transition between the valence band (f8) and the conduction band (f6)

at k = 0 (see Fig. 4.6a), then the transition can be described by the following matrix

element:

(4.7)

Using Table 4.2 we can write

(4.8)

The direct product of f 5 and f 8 includes f 6, thus the dipole transition between these

bands at k=O is allowed. This result indicates that X(1) could have resonance due to
.-.."~=~""""'''''>=~'''-''''--.~~,.-

the transition between f 8 and f 6. This is consistent with the observation of the Eo

transition in linear reflectivity.
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sition. The matrix element for this transition is written as

(4.9)

(4.10)

It is also interesting to investigate the possibility of observing the Eo + b.o tran-

not give any information about the actual strength of the matrix elements.

Using Table 4.2 we can write

that the symmetry only tells us if the matrix elements are zero or nonzero. It does

Since it includes r 6, Eo + b.o is also possible (see Fig. 4.6b). It must be emphasized.

4.3.2 Bulk Intraband Transition at k = 0: Two-level Pro-

cesses

A second-order susceptibility can involve an intraband transition. In this case the

usual three level process, explained in Chapter 2, reduces to a two level process (see

Fig. 4.7a). This type of process was first observed by M. Jiang et. al. in Cu(llO)

[61]. The analogous process at k = 0 in GaAs or ZnSe bulk can be shown by the

irreducible representation as follows:

(4.11)

The first step of this transition is an interband transition from valence band to

conduction band. An intraband transition in the conduction band is the second
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(4.15)

(4.12)

(4.16)

(4.13)

(4.14)

Another possible two level process is (see Fig. 4. 7b)

A three level process which contains three interband transitions is shown in Fig. 4.8.

We can describe this transition as

68

Using a direct product multiplication table we can also write

The result does not include f 6, thus

4.3.3 Possible Three Level Process at k = 0

step, and the last step is an interband transition from conduction band back to the

valence band. We know now that all the interband transitions between f 6 and f g

are allowed, therefore we need only to check the intraband transition. The matrix

element is

This is an allowed process based on the symmetry consideration. However, this pro

cess can not be strong, because under normal conditions, the number of unoccupied

states in the valence band is very small.



This process makes it possible to observe the Eo transition in either GaAs or ZnSe.

For Eo resonance of X(2) the r 8 -t r 7 transition is the most probable first stage

transition of the three-level process. This results from the energy consideration that

appears in the denominator of the X(2). It implies that the transition with the

smallest energy difference is the most probable one. In Chapter 5, we will calculate

x(2) of ZnSe and compare it to our experimental results.
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Figure 4.1: Atomic arrangement in a zinc-blende crystal.
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Figure 4.2: First Brillouin zone for the GaAs and ZnSe lattice. Some of the high
symmetry points and lines are labeled.
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Figure 4.6: Linear optical transition between (a) f 8 and f 6, Eo transition, and (b)
f

7
and f

6
, Eo + 60 transition,. The dipole operator is represented by f 5 ·
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Figure 4.7: Two level process in GaAs and ZnSe systems. (a) The interband tran
sition of r6 to r6 is forbidden. (b) The r8 to r8 transition is allowed by symmetry.
however this process may not be strong.
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Table 4.1: Character table of Td

3C, 8cJ.
T. E E 8C, 8C. 68. &8. TI•• B••••

3C, Si. Iny. forT.

r, 1 1 1 • a1.

rt 1 -1 -1 -1 • 8.8,S.
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v'iCal - ,IJ

r. 3 3 0 0 -1 1 • -1 • s..~.s. .
rs 3 3 0 0 -1 -1 -1 1 • a. Y••

r, 2 -2 -1 off-va 0 c ~U/2.-1I2J.

,H/2.1/2)

r, 2 -2 1 -1 0-12 12 0 c r. x rl
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Table 4.2: Direct product table of Td
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Chapter 5

Interference in Reflected SHG

From Thin Nonlinear Slabs

5.1 A Method to Measure X(2) of Thin Overlayers

Although interference in reflection from thin multilayered dielectric films is an im

portant and well understood phenomena in linear optics [62], the analogous problem

in nonlinear optics is not well studied. Nearly thirty years ago Bloembergen and

coworkers introduced electromagnetic nonlinearities into Maxwell's equations and

derived the conditions for reflection and refraction at the surfaces of nonlinear di-

electrics [46). They showed that the solution of Maxwell's equations with the proper

boundary conditions leads to the production of harmonic waves in reflection and

transmission. The most widely studied interference phenomena in nonlinear optics
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was connected with the generation of harmonics in transmission through a single

nonlinear slab. Under these conditions one observes Maker fringes [63, 64]. These

fringes arise because the source polarization and the free wave generated by this po-

larization have different phase velocities. In this chapter we investigate a new class

of nonlinear optical interference phenomena that is more akin to linear reflection

from a dielectric mirror. In particular we observe interference in the production of

second harmonic (SH) waves as a result of reflection from two adjoined nonlinear

optical slabs.

Besides its intrinsic interest as a new phenomena, interference in harmonic gen-

eration from thin nonlinear films is important for other reasons. For example, the

phenomena provides a methodology for measuring the second-order susceptibility of

thin overlayer materials. Since many unusual crystalline materials can only be grown

in very thin layers above other high quality solids [65], the ability to measure non-

linearities in composite systems is valuable. In addition, as the use of three-wave

mixing to probe solid interfaces grows [21, 22, 23, 24], it becomes essential to fully

understand how interference phenomena can affect the intensity of these signals.

We have observed interference in reflected second harmonic generation (SHG)

from a series of ZnSejGaAs[OOl] heterostructures with varying overlayer thickness.

A theoretical solution of the problem is presented, and used to analyze our mea-

surements. Our solution combines results from reference [46] with new boundary
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conditions that arise at the interface of two nonlinear media. We find that the re-

fleeted SH intensity oscillates as a function of overlayer thickness. In contrast to the

simple Maker fringe result however, more than six Fourier components contribute

to the spatial dependence of this oscillation. Finally, we use our interference data

along with our theoretical solution to determine the frequency dependence of the

bulk second-order susceptibility of ZnSe.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first describe some of

the experimental aspects then we present theoretical calculations of the nonlinear in-

terference effect, and compare these calculations with experiment. Then, we present

measurements of the frequency dependence of the ZnSe and GaAs bulk second-order

nonlinearities as a function of the SH photon energy between 2.6 eV and 3.1 eV.

Finally we discuss a simple theoretical model for the calculation of X1~z of ZnSe at

k = O.

5.2 Experiment

The details of the experiments and apparatus were described in Chapter 3. In this

section we discuss some of the experimental aspects concerned in the separation of

bulk and the interface signals. The bulk signals from the ZnSe/GaAs[OOl} samples

were separated from the interface signals by proper choice of sample 'orientation and

light polarization [66}. GaAs and ZnSe are zinc bIende crystals with 43m symmetry.

They both have a single non-zero bulk second-order susceptibility tensor element,
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xt~z, [36] whose contribution to the output radiation is highly anisotropic. For

the p-injs-out polarization configuration, the SHG output intensity is proportional

to cos2 (2¢J), where ¢J is the angle between the [100] direction and the plane of in

cidence. The orientation dependence of our SHG signal is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.

Frequency-dependent measurements were performed using the p-injs-out polariza

tion configuration at ¢J = O. Using this configuration we maximized our sensitivity

to the bulk nonlinearity. In analyzing our results we have used the linear dielectric

constants for GaAs and ZnSe given in references [54] and [55], respectively. These

values were checked against our own linear reflectivity measurements, and agreement

was good (see Chapter 3).

5.3 Two Adjoined Nonlinear Optical Slabs: The-

ory

In this section we will use the results of Chapter 2 and discuss the interference from

two nonlinear slabs. For all the expressions below, the subscripts "0", "1" and "2" re

fer to vacuum, first medium and second medium, respectively. The subscript "RIm"

refers to the reflected harmonic wave which is generated in medium "I" and propa

gates through medium "m". We also assume that the second-order susceptibilities

and dielectric constants change discontinuously at all interfaces.

The second harmonic field produced in reflection from two nonlinear slabs IS
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more complex. This complexity arises as a result of the new interface, and the

second nonlinear medium. Loosely speaking there are three fields which contribute

to the total reflected second harmonic field in the vacuum: (1) a reflected SH field

generated from the first slab, (2) a multiply reflected SH field produced as a result

of the propagation of the free and bound harmonic waves in medium 1, and (3) a

multiply reflected SH field generated from the second slab. We will see that the total

reflected SH intensity in the vacuum oscillates with respect to overlayer thickness at

spatial frequencies determined by kf1,z, kb1,z, and kb2 ,z'

The first reflected SH field is produced in slab one and propagates into the vacuum

in the direction of the fundamental reflected field (Fig. 5.1a). The solution for this

wave is given by Eq. (2.30) with values of X(2) and Y appropriate to medium 1,

which in our case is ZnSe[OOl).

The second field (depicted in Fig. 5.1b) is produced when both free and bound

waves generated in medium 1 propagate to the buried interface at z = -d. Their

propagation obeys Eq. (2.26). In general, both bound and free waves are reflected

from the interface. The exact boundary conditions used to determine these fields

are given in Appendix D. The reflection of the bound wave depends primarily on

the linear reflection of the fundamental wave at the buried interface. If the reflection

amplitude for the fundamental field is small, the reflected bound wave is also small

and our solution simplifies. This is the case for the ZnSe/GaAs[OOl) interface in our

measured energy range. The reflected fundamental intensity is at least 20x smaller
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than the incident fundamental intensity, and we safely use the simpler result to find

The effects of multiple reflections are important for thin overlayers, and must be

(5.1)

(5.2)_ [1 _ (2w) (2w) -2idkfl ,z]-1
9 - r .1.,10 r .1.,12 e

E (2w) _ (2w) E -2idkfl ,z + [kb1 ,z - kf2 ,z] 41rP.1.,1 -id(kfl,z+kbl,z)
.1. Rll - r.1. 12 fl e e.
" kfl,z + kf2 ,z tb1 - tf1

that

transmitted field by a factor of

This field propagates to the first boundary at z = 0 where some harmonic light

is transmitted into the vacuum. Multiple reflections change the amplitude of the

included to ensure that radiation from medium 1 reduces to zero as the first slab
(

thickness approaches zero.

", '
l,!~j

'"i

A third SH field is depicted in Fig. 5.1c, and discussed in detail in Appendix D.

It arises when the fundamental field is transmitted through medium 1 into medium

2. In medium 2 the field interacts to produce a nonlinear polarization, p~~). This,

polarization radiates a field back into medium 1 given by Eq. (2.30). In our case we
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This field propagates to the first interface at z = 0 where again some light at 2w is

field by a factor of g. The total reflected field is the sum of all harmonic fields in the

(5.3)E (2w) _ 47r P.l,2 [kf2,z - kb2 ,Z] -id(kfl ,z+kb2 ,z)
.1. R21 - e.

, tb2 - tf2 kf1 ,z + kf2 ,z

must insert values of X~~z and Y appropriate to GaAs[OOl] and the ZnSe/GaAs[OOl]

transmitted into the vacuum. Multiple reflections also change the amplitude of this

interface. The reflected second harmonic wave due to the second slab Ei~'1121 is



vacuum. This field can be written in a fairly simple form that clearly delineates the

linear and nonlinear contribution of the two layers,

(2w) _ ( (Z) Y (Z) ) E(w)Z
E .1.,tot - Y1 Xxyz-1 + ZXxyz-2 II .

Here,

t(2w) Q [ (2w) (kfO,z - kb1 ,Z) -ZidkJ1 ,z
9 .1.,10 1 r .1.,12 k k efl,z - fO,z

+(kb1 ,Z - kj2'Z)e-id(kfl'Z+kbl'Z) + ~(kbl'Z - kjl,z)] ,
k f1 ,z + kfz,z gt~,o{ kjo,z - kf1,z

Y _ t(w)Z t(2w) Q [kf2,z - kb2 ,Z] -id(kfl ,z+kb2 ,z)
2 - 9 1I,1Z .1.,10 Z k + k e ,f2,z fl,z

4 (w)Z
Qj = 1ftn,Ol -ktj,~ktj,x2 cos (2cjJ).

Ebj - Efj ktj

and the detected harmonic intensity, Ii;;"') is

I(2w) _ "':"'-IE(zw) IZ
tot - 81f .i.,tot·

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

The Yi depend on overlayer thickness d, incidence angle, and various constants that

are derived from the linear properties of the media. This function is a complex

exponential and is responsible for the oscillation of the intensity of the total reflected

SH field and the decay of the SH power with increasing overlayer thickness.

The intensity of E.i.,tot, without multiple reflections, contains six oscillatory terms

of the form sin2 ( d( k f1 ,z±k(3,z)j2), and sinZ
( d( kb1 ,z- kb2 ,z)j2) where fJ = bl, b2, and 11.

This is to be contrasted with the Maker fringe result, that has only one oscillatory

term when multiple reflections are omitted, i.e. sin2(d(kjl,z - kb1 ,z)j2). The number

0f oscillatory terms increases when multiple reflections are included. None of the
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differences discussed above arise unless the second-order susceptibility in the second

slab is non-zero.
~

l.~./t'" '}

5.4 Results

We have measured the SHG spectra of nine ZnSe/GaAs[OOl] samples with different

overlayer thicknesses (Fig. 5.2). In this way we determined the thickness dependence

of the reflected SH intensity at various photon energies. The result at 2.67 eV is

shown in Fig. 5.3. The intensity shows a strong oscillation with respect to the

thickness of the overlayer. For large values of thickness, d, the intensity approaches

the SH intensity of a semi-infinite slab of ZnSe. We have observed this two-slab

interference effect for SH photon energies between 2.6 eV and 3.1 eV.

The second-order susceptibility of GaAs[OOl] deduced from our separate SHG

measurements, along with literature values for the dielectric constants of ZnSe and

GaAs, were used to fit each set of interference data to Eqs. (5.4-5.8). The solid line in

Fig. 5.3 is a theoretical fit to our experimental data. The agreement is good. It lends

support for our assumption that the second-order bulk susceptibility of our samples

is independent of position in each medium within the sample, and it corroborates

our primary theoretical results.

The magnitude of the second-order susceptibility of ZnSe, and its relative phase

with respect to X~VZ of GaAs, were the only two free parameters in our fitting routine.

Thus, we are able to use our interference data to deduce the frequency-dependent
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magnitude of the second-order susceptibility of ZnSe. Our deduced Ix~Jz I for ZnSe

are shown in Fig. 5.4. This susceptibility exhibits a relatively sharp resonance at

,,-,2.67 eV. This peak corresponds to the Eo transition of ZnSe. In addition we see

that the phase between the ZnSe and GaAs susceptibilities changes by 180
0

near this

resonance (Fig. 5.5). The GaAs peak (Fig. 2.5) is less pronounced than the ZnSe

because the joint density of states (JDOS) at the r point in GaAs is ",,20 smaller 7

than in ZnSe (see Chapter 4).

5.5 X rJz Calculation of ZnSe

The dispersion of E( k) can be approximately described by a simple parabolic curve

for very small k. This approximation method simplifies the calculation of the sus

ceptibility and was successfully used to compute the X(l) by M. Cardona [67]. Bell

[68} and Fong [69} carried out a similar calculation for X(2). Their results were com

pared to the experimental data [69} of narrow band gap semiconductors. However

there has not been a comparison of this method of calculation for wide band gap

semiconductors. This is due to a lack of experimental results for wide band gap

systems. In this section we will discuss the calculation and compare the outcome

with the experimental results.
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(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11 )

(5.12)

( - N e
3

) L M { . 1 .
'Ii nn' (2w - wng + zfng)(w - Wn'g + zfnl g)

1 1

+ (2w +wng + ifng)(w +wn'gifnl g) - (2w - Wn'n + ifn'n)

1 1
x[ T + T J

W +wng + z ng W - Wn'9 + Z n'9

X
(2)
xyz

The second-order susceptibility tensor, X~~z, is written in the form

5.5.1 Method of Calculation
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with

After changing the summation to the integral, we will use the following assumptions:

we are able to bring the matrix elements out of the intergal. To calculate the matrix

2- We only use a valence band (f8) and two conduction bands (f6 and f 7) of ZnSe.

1- The matrix elements are constant within the range of the integration. In this way

elements as a function of energy a better approximation method must be used.

The dispersion of both f 6 and r 8 are approximated by quadratic curves. They are

and

Here E8 and E6 are the energy bands of f 8 (valence band) and f 7 (lowest level

conduction band), respectively. Eg is the optical band gap. m8 and m7 stand for

electron mass of f 8 and r 7 bands. In these calculations f 7 is taken to be flat, and



since W78 is rv3 times larger than the band gap, we assume this value is also constant

(5.13)

if ~ < 0.5;}
If w > 0.5;

+ 20 - 0 67 + ii (20 + 0 78 + ii

(ke - )1 - 0 - iiian-1
/ k~ "A)}

yl-w-q
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A W
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W g

A r
/=

Wg

W - W78 + q

{

k - VI - 20 - iiian-1 kc

e Vl-2w-i~

ke - V20 - 1 + iiianh-1
. / .k

c
".v 2w-l+t'Y

1 A J 1 k+ (k 2A+l+"Ai - e )-(0-+-0-
78

-+--2.i-) e - W q an V20 + 1 + ii

1 (k /1 A • At -1 ke )
+ ( A A • A ) e - y + w + q an . /1 A • A

W - W78 + q V +W + q

-1 (k /1 A 'At -1 ke )
+(2 A 'A) e-y -w-qan ./1 A 'Aw - W78 + q y - W - q

1 ( Ic /1 A • A t -1 Icc )
+ (20 + W78 + ii) e - y + w + q an VI + 0 + ii

20 - 067 + 2ii 1

X
(2)
xyz

With these assumptions the susceptibility can be reduced to a closed form

where ke is the cutoff wavevector and

3- All damping parameters are constant and equal.

in the range of the integration.

----------------



and

-1 -1 + -1J-l = m S m 6 •

In Fig. 5.6 we have fit the lower energy part of the data to Eq. (5.13). The best

value for kc and 1 were found to be .08 and .011, respectively.

The lower energy side of the curve agrees with the calculation within the exper-

imental accuracy. However, the experimental results of the higher energy side of

the resonance disagree with the computations. This could result from higher energy

non-resonant contributions to X(2). Thus, a better model which includes variable

matrix elements and the higher energy transition such as E 1 , and E 1 + L\1 must be

considered.
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Figure 5.1: Simplified coordinate system that defines the boundaries and the direc
tion of fundamental and second-harmonic electric fields for the case of the two slab
problem. All angles between the wavevectors and z-axis are positive and less than

90°.
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Chapter 6

The Interface

The macroscopic properties of a solid/solid system strongly depend on, the micro

scopic characteristics of the junction, and in particular the electronic structure of

the interface. This chapter will describe the SHG and SFG experiments designed to

probe the electronic structure of ZnSe/GaAs heterointerfaces.

6.1 SHG Experiments and Results

To detect the interface signal we have used a P-in/P-out polarization configuration

and have oriented the sample such that the [001] direction was parallel to the plane

of incidence (¢ = 0). The details of the experimental set-up are described in Chapter

2. The interfacial and bulk SHG spectra for samples with thickness of 215 A as a

function of upconverted photon energy is shown in Fig. 6.1. Since the thickness of

this sample is less than the critical thickness (see Chapter 7), it is pseudomorphic
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and free of misfit dislocations. The interfacial SH spectra of this heterostructure

exhibits sharp features at 2.92 and 2.72 eV. These two features were not observed in

the bulk SH spectra (Fig. 6.2). To understand these interesting spectral differences

we have performed a series of experiments which will be explained below.

6.2 Two-photon Resonance

It was shown that the second-order susceptibility, and thus, the second-order non

linear signals could have a resonance if the photon energy of the input beam (fun

damental) or output beam (upconverted) matched a transition in the system. The

first case is one-photon resonance and the second case is two-photon resonance. To

identify the type of resonance, one must perform SFG and SHG experiments and

compare the data as a function of one- and two-photon energy. We have compared

the SFG and SHG spectra as a function of one- and two-photon energy for the sample

with a 215 Aoverlayer thickness in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4, respectively. It is evident

that both the interfacial features in the SF and SH spectra match when the data

is plotted as a function of two-photon energy. This identifies that the features at

2.72 and 2.92 eV are two-photon resonances, and therefore, transitions with energy

splittings of "-'2.72 and ,,-,2.92 eV in ZnSe/GaAs heterostructure exist. In order to

obtain a better understanding of the physical phenomena of these transitions, their

spatial and spectral origins must be identified.
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6.3 Spatial Origin

Higher Order Bulk Contribution

Surface Contribution

6.3.2

In Chapter 2, we showed that the isotropic contribution of higher order nonlinear

ity, (, can be detected by a SHG experiment with an S-in/S-out beam polarization

and scanning electron microscopy revealed that the front surface was roughened and

chemically modified. The SH spectra of the sample, before and after chemical etch

ing, are shown in Fig. 6.6. There is no detectable change in the signals.

In another experiment we sputtered the front surface with an Ar+ beam in a

UHV chamber. The SHG spectra remained qualitatively unchanged. These results

indicate that the SH signals are not very sensitive to variation of the front surface.

First, we modified the surface by chemical etching to check the contribution of the

front surface to the signal. We had etched the surface using a solution of NH4 CI in wa

ter (55 gil) and HCI in water (1/3 by volume). Auger electron spectroscopy (Fig. 6.5)

6.3.1

The interface signals, in principle, can contain contributions from the surface and/or

higher-order bulk nonlinearities. It was not possible to measure these contributions

using thick ZnSe samples (> 2/lm), because these samples exceeded the critical

thickness (t"V 1500 A), and therefore, were no longer pseudomorphic. Consequently,

we undertook different experiments to investigate these effects.



configuration. Our data~ shown in Fig. 6. 7~ show that the bulk anisotropic contri

bution was not detectable since it was less than the level of the noise of the system.

We also have measured the contribution of the linear combination of J and xfn .L

in an S-in/P-out polarization configuration (see Chapter 2). This contribution was

rv40 times smaller than that of the interface signal~ seen in Fig. 6.7. In summary~

it is evident that the signal does not originate from the surface or higher order bulk

nonlinearity.

6.4 Thickness Dependent Measurements

In the course of this work it was discovered that the thickness dependent SH mea

surement was a valuable tool to investigate the spatial origin of the signals. Signals

with different spatial origin behave differently as a function of the overlayer thickness.

To illustrate this fact we can consider the following examples.

We have seen already that bulk SH signals oscillate as a function of the overlayer

thickness. The oscillation was produced from nonlinear interference. We have in

troduced this interference phenomena as a new method to measure the second-order

susceptibility of the ZnSe overlayer (for more details see Chapter 5).
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can write

(6.1)

Interfacial Resonance at 2.92 eV

with

t lO =
2nl cos 01 (6.2)

cos 01 + cos 00 '

nl cos 00 - no cos 01 (6.3)rIO =
nlcos 00 + no cos 01 '

nl cos O2 - n2 cos 01 (6.4)r12 =
nl cos O2 + n2 cos 01 '

41rd
(6.5)4>1 = T(n1 cos 01 - cos 00)

and

41rd
(6.6)4>2 = T cos BInI.
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z = 0 and the air /ZnSe interface is at z = d. d is the thickness of the ZnSe overlayer.

Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 6.8, where the ZnSe/GaAs junction is at

and assume that the signal is generated at the interface or below the junction.

behavior. In this model we will take the ZnSe overlayer as an absorbent medium,

With the beam polarization parallel to the plane of incidence (S polarization), we

with respect to thickness of the ZnSe overlayer. This behavior suggests that the

section we will describe a simple model that can predict this thickness dependent

signal is generated in the buried GaAs and decays in the ZnSe overlayer. In this

The intensity of the interfacial resonance at 2.92 eV decreases almost exponentially

6.4.2



E~2W) is the second harmonic field, generated in GaAs, at the ZnSe side of the

junction. ni is the complex index of refraction (i.e. ni = V0 and all angles are
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transition in the buried GaAs.

at d = O. The theoretical calculation matches the second-harmonic intensity at 2.92

(6.7)

Interfacial Resonance at 2.72 eV

shown in Fig. 6.8. Eq. (6.1) reduces to a closed form

E (2w) t i4>l
total lOe

E(2w) - 1 - rlOr12ei4>2 •
o

of thickness in Fig. 6.8. The theoretical curve for Eg:~ was generated using the

The intensity of E:;:~ along with the experimental results is displayed as a function

The effect of the multiple reflection is to mix the exponential with an oscillation.

This shows that for small reflectivity Eq. (6.7) reduces to a purely exponential form.

cGaAs = 18.18 + i18.1 and CZnSe = 8.087 + iO.826 at A = 425 nm.

The angle ()o is 75 degrees and all other angles were found by Snell's relationships.

following parameters [54, 55]:

The only adjustable parameter in this computation is the amplitude of the intensity

eV within the experimental accuracy. This agreement suggests that the origin of the

interfacial resonance at 2.92 eV is in GaAs. The energy of this feature is consistent

with the E1 transition of GaAs [56] and we therefore have assigned it to the E1

6.4.3

cases. The SHG intensity as a function of overlayer thickness is displayed in Fig. 6.9.

The behavior of the 2.72 eV resonance is more complicated than for the above two



The solid line is the prediction of the thickness dependent intensity based on a model

similar to the bulk, where the susceptibility was assumed to be uniform through the

overlayer. In this calculation GaAs was taken as a linear medium. The experimental

results are much different when compared to those calculated. A close inspection of

the data also shows that the thickness dependent behavior cannot be explained by

the simple exponential model described in Sec. 6.4.2.

In another model we assumed that the susceptibility has its maximum value at the

interface and decays exponentially with distance from the junction. The motivation

for this model was described in Chapter 2 and in Appendix C. The result of this

calculation is shown by a dotted line in Fig. 6.9. Even though this result is closer

to the experimental results than the previous model, it still does not describe the

dependence of the 2.72 resonance as a function of the overlayer thickness. The failure

of these models to accurately predict this dependence indicates that the signal at

2.92 eV and 2.72 eV and the bulk have different spatial origins and are intrinsically

different.

6.5 Spectral Origin

We will now discuss the spectral origin of the 2.72 eV interfacial resonance. In this

section, the effect of the deformation potential on the bulk signal will be described.

We will then present the band profile of ZnSejGaAs and show that the 2.72 eV

resonance feature is a result of the coupling of the valence band to the quantum well
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(6.8)

The Effect of the Deformation Potential

ZnSe as a function of the strain.

a tetragonal distortion of the ZnSe unit cell and gives rise to a biaxial compressive

at 2.72 eV is the bulk signal with a shift in energy resulting from the deformation

meV with respect to the interface feature. It is natural to ask if the SHG signal

We start the computation with the orbital-strain perturbation Hamiltonian, H q

the ZnSe overlayer is shown, along with the interface SH intensity data in Fig. 6.11.

potential. To answer this question we must compute the shift in band gap energy of

resonance state, and not due to the strain in the system.

6.5.1

The bulk resonance at 2.67 eV, corresponding to the Eo transition is shifted by ",,50

The ZnSe/GaAs(OOl) system contains a small lattice mismatch that produces a de-

cannot split, but they can shift in energy. The optical transitions and band splitting

of the system are shown in Fig. 6.10. This mechanism will change the optical band

of the deformation potential on the SHG signal. The deduced X~~z from the bulk of

gap of the overlayer. Under these conditions it is essential to investigate the effect

formation potential within the heterostructure. This deformation potential produces

strain in the layer. As a result, the four-fold degenerate valence band of the ZnSe,

for tetragonal symmetries introduced by Pikus and Bir [71, 72)

r s, splits to two two-fold degenerate bands [70). The conduction bands, r 6 and r 7 ,
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(6.9)

(6.10)

(6.12)

(6.11)

(6.13)

oo -f

-f 0 0

f=

Cll - C12
~(Eo+ ~o) = -2a( C )f.

11

CI2 2CI2 2 1 2
H{ = 2af(1 - -) - 3bf(1 +-)(Lz - -L )

Cll Cll 3

Hamiltonian to
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o 0 2fC12jCll

where Cij stands for the elastic stiffness of the ZnSe overlayer. This reduces the

tively. For biaxial stress parallel to the [100] and [OlD] directions, the strain tensor

x, y, and z. The parameters a and b are the hydrostatic and shear potential, respec-

momentum operator. "c.p." denotes cyclic permutation with respect to the indices

where fij represents the components of the strain tensor and L is the angular-

A. Gavinian and M. Cardona [73] calculated the eigenvalue of this strain Hamiltonian

blende-type material. The results of the perturbation calculations are

Using the following values for these parameters,

using the unperturbated wave function of the valence and conduction bands in a zinc

Cll = 0.826 X 106 Kgjcm2 , C12 = 0.498 X 106 Kg/cm2
, a = -4.25 eV, b = -.40 eV,

and



and E = 3. X 10-3 [74, 75, 76], we deduce the energy shift to be

~Eo(l) = 7.0meV,

~Eo(2) = l3.0meV,

and

~(Eo+ ~o) = 10.OmeV.

It is clear that the energy shift in the bulk susceptibility with respect to the

interface spectra is 'V 4x too large to be attributed to the measured strain in the

system. Therefore the deformation potential could not be responsible for the shift

between the bulk and interface features.

6.6 A New Picture of the Interface: Band Bend-

.
lng

Both spectral and spatial inconsistencies of the 2.72 eV resonance signal led us to

the development of a new picture for this effect. It is known that Zn and Ga diffuse

across the buried interface during growth [77]. The diffusion length for Ga (Zn) in

ZnSe (GaAs) is about 30 A (100 A), so that relatively high dopant densities arise

near the interface [32]. Because Zn is an acceptor in GaAs and Ga is a donor in

ZnSe, their diffusion produces an intrinsic band bending at the interface (see Fig

6.12). As a result of this band bending an interfacial quantum well forms in the
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GaAs conduction band. Quantum wells at hetero-interfaces have been produced and

studied in other systems [5, 6, 7]. The ZnSe/GaAs heterojunction differs from most

previous observations because the donors and the acceptors are generated during

growth by interdiffusion across the junction. In our system a resonant electronic state

with energy higher than the conduction band of ZnSe exists in the quantum well.

An attractive explanation for the resonance thus presents itself. The SHG feature

at 2.72 eV corresponds to a virtual cross-over transition between the interfacial

quantum well state and the ZnSe valence band. A cross-over excitation [78, 79, 80]

is a transition between two states whose density of states (DOS) is provided by

two spatially separated materials. This kind of transition can arise when the wave

functions of the terminal states extend beyond the interface. Then the states can

be directly coupled by photoexcitation. Ultrasensitive electrolyte electroreflectance

(EER) measurements in doped ZnSe/GaAs systems have independently revealed

the existence of a cross-over transition [32]. This transition is always blue-shifted by

40-60 meV with respect to the ZnSe Eo transition.

vVithin the dipole approximation, SFG and SHG processes involve three elec

tronic transitions (real or virtual) in the media. Since the observed feature is reso

nant with the upconverted (output) photon, the effect of the input field is to transfer

an electron (virtually) from the ZnSe valence band to the quantum well state. This

excitation process can take place via several different pathways, but the final ref"

onant step of the SFG or SHG process involves some charge transfer ar
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interface. In contrast to the EER measurements, the cross-over SH resonance is a

virtual transition, has nearly zero background, and possesses a nonlinearity that is

comparable in magnitude to the bulk X~~z. We speculate that because the virtual

transition is accompanied by a substantial charge transfer across the interface, a

large permanent dipole moment in the intermediate state can arise and enhance the

second-order nonlinearity. Regardless of its origin, the strong nonlinearity enables

us to conduct more detailed experiments on the phenomena.

6.7 The Interfacial Quantum Well in ZnSe/GaAs

Heterointerface: A Theoretical Model

We have established that the interfacial SHG resonance at 2.72 eV resulted from a

virtual coupling between the ZnSe valence band and the resonance state of the quan

tum well. However, there are still some interesting problems that remain unsolved,

namely, the existence of bond states in the quantum well, the charge distribution,

the effect of the perturbation on the quantum well, and the type of SH process

(i.e. two- or three-level processes). We have constructed a simple theoretical model

to study the electronic energy levels of the quantum well. This model provides an

approximated solution to the above problems and is described in this section.

Within the effective mass approximation, electronic motion is governed by the
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If an electron is free in the plane parallel to the interface (i.e. xy-plane), the potential

Schrodinger equation [10]

h2 1
- -V-(-)V1/; (1') +V(r)1/;(r) = E1/;(r).

2 m l'

IS

VCr) = V(z)

(6.14)

(6.15)

where z is zero at the surface of the ZnSe and is equal to d at the interface. This

leads to the wavefunction

(6.16)

where A is the sample area. With kx = ky = 0 (center of the B.Z.) Eq. (6.14)

reduces to

with

h2 0 1 0
- ----¢>(z) +V(z)¢>(z) = E¢>(z),

2 ozm(z)oz
(6.17)

(6.18)
{

mZnSe, if z < d;
m(z) =

maaAs, if z > d.

The continuity condition states that ¢>(z) and [ljm(z )][o4>(z)joz) must be continuous

at the junction of ZnSe and GaAs [81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. We rewrite Eq. (6.17)

in a dimensionless form for each side of the junction

(6.19)

with

z"( = 10 x ao where ao = 0.529A,
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and also

v- = mRy where mRy = 13.605 meV.
v

The above dimensionless Schrodinger equation was solved numerically for the poten-

tial V(z) [88]. This potential will be described as follows. The value <P = -V(z)/e is

showed that the charge distribution at the interface can be described by a Gaussian

the outcome of Poisson's equation with a given charge distribution. Kassel et. al [32]

where N is the number density of the charge and ,\ is the diffusion length. To solve

function. In ZnSe the charge distribution is

eNZnSe (z - d)2
p(z)ZnSe =,\ Vfffexp(- 2,\2 ).

Ga 1r Ga

A similar charge distribution is written for the GaAs side of the junction

-eNGaAs (z - d?
p( z )GaAs = ,\ V2i exp( - 2,\2 )

Zn 1r Zn

Poisson's equation,

2 1
- \7 <P = -p,

E

(6.21 )

(6.22)

(6.23)

we have used two boundary conditions at each side of the junction, namely <P junction-ZnSe

and <Psurjace-ZnSe for the ZnSe side, and <I>junction-GaAs and <I>bulk-GaAs for the GaAs

side, and solved Eq. (6.23) numerically. In this numerical method we have divided

the distance coordinate z into a "mesh" of small segments of equal width, 8z. Fol-

lowing is the conventional form for the parameters at the jth mesh point

z -+ Zj _ j8z
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--------
<P(Z) -+ <P(Zj) = <P j

p(Z) -+ p(Zj) - Pj.

Using this method, we can calculate <P j +l as a function of <P j and <P j - l • This is

shown as

(6.24)

where <P j is the value of <P at the jth mesh point and pi is (Sz? piE with mesh size

Sz. If we start the calculation from the surface of the ZnSe (j = 0), then we need to

know the value of <Pl. One can show that

111

This gives the value of <Pi as a function of two boundary conditions, <Po and <PM,

that is

(6.25)

(6.26)<Pi = {<PM + (M -l)<Po+ [(M -l)p~ + ...]}IM

Results of the Calculation

where M defines the last mesh point. The potential V = -e<P for the valence band

and the conduction band are shown in Fig. 6.12. The parameters used for this

computation are tabulated in Table 6.1.

6.7.1

The wavefunction of the first three eigenstates of Eq. (6.17) are shown in Fig. 6.12.

It should be noted that the system does not have any bound state and carries six



Table 6.2: Energy levels in the quantum well. Energies are measured relative to the
conduction band of ZnSe.

Table 6.1: Parameters used for band-profile calculations

4 nm

10 nm

370 meV

180 meV

100 meV

28 meV

18 meV

88 meV

54 meV

159 meV

124 meV

Value of the parameter
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Energy (above the ZnSe conduction band)

Eo

NGa

NZn

Parameter

if> Z nSe surface

if>GaAs inter face

if> ZnSe inter face

Energy level



distinct resonance states above the conduction band of ZnSe. The energy levels of

these states are given in Table 6.2.

Here we are interested in calculating the dipole moment operator between the

valence band state and the quantum well state. This calculation is essential for

identifying the resonance state that is responsible for the observed peak at 2.72 eV.

It requires knowledge of the wavefunction of the valence band. We have calculated

a similar Schrodinger equation for the valence potential (see Fig. 6.12). The energy

level of the resultant wavefunction is equal to the highest value in the valence band

potential.

The matrix element was calculated as follows

(6.27)

where An is the antisymmetry operator and is applied to all the available electronic

states of the system. We have computed the matrix elements of the dipole moment

operator using calculated wavefunctions of the conduction band and the valence

band. The result is shown in Fig. 6.13. As one can see, the strongest dipole

transition is the transition between the valence band and the third energy level of

the well.

It is interesting to compute the permanent dipole moment of the system. The

result of this calculation will be used to determine the relative strength of the SHG

signal in a two-level process [61). To calculate the permanent dipole moment, we
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start with the ground state permanent dipole moment, /-lg,

(6.28)

where /-lbackground is the background or the initial permanent dipole moment of the

system. We can write a similar expression for the excited state permanent dipole

The resultant permanent dipole is thus,

moment, /-lex,

(6.29)

(6.30)
"'I
IU!

The result of this calculation is shown in Fig. 6.14.

Now we assume that the SHG process, responsible for the interfacial resonance

at 2.72 eV, is a two level process (see Chapter 4). Based on energy considerations,

the above assumption is reasonable. Thus, we must calculate the relative oscillator

strength of the signal for each quantum well state, namely

(6.31)

The result is shown in Fig. 6.15. It is clear that the third energy level in the quantum

well is the strongest contributor to the SHG signal. This level is about 50 meV above

the conduction band of ZnSe and is in good agreement with experimental results.
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6.8 Lattice Relaxation As Detected by SHG Spec-

troscopy

Because of a small lattice mismatch between ZnSe and GaAs, there exists a tetrag

onal distortion in the ZnSe unit cell. As a result, a biaxial compressive strain is

produced in the overlayer. This strain is represented by Eq (6.9) in Section 6.5.I.

The elastic energy, Eo associated with the elastic strain E, increases with ZnSe thick

ness according to [89J

with

B = 2G(1 + 1/)/(1 - 1/)

(6.32)

(6.33)
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Here the misfit is divided between the strain, E, and the dislocation, 8. It is clear that

with no dislocations, f = Eo The largest value of h for which 8 = 0 corresponds to the

critical thickness, he. Samples with thickness less than he are free of dislocations and

are pseudomorphic. The SHG spectra for various overlayer thicknesses are shown

where 1/ is Poisson's ratio (i.e. 2C12 /C11 ), G is the shear modulus, and h is the ZnSe

overlayer thickness.

The increase in E£ with increasing h continues until there is enough energy to

create a misfit dislocation at the interface (see Fig. 6.16). This process reduces E at

the interface. J. W. Matthews defines the total misfit, f = tla/a, [89] as

(6.34)f = E + 8.



in Fig. 6.17. Our data shows a marked change in the SHG spectra as the critical

thickness is reached. All the samples with a thickness less than 1330 Aexhibited a

peak at 2.72 eV; within our resolution, no spectral shift was observed. For samples

thicker than 1330 A, the intensity of this feature dropped and a new resonance

appeared at 2.67 eV. In Fig. 6.18 the normalized peak intensity is plotted as a

function of thickness. A transition between 1330 Aand 2000 Ais evident.

We will now interpret these observations. Misfit dislocations are produced at the

buried interface as a result of an abrupt strain relaxation. These line defects are

typically surrounded by a space-charge region [59, 90, 92, 93]. We expect the strong

line charges at the interface to change the electric field such that the band bending

on the ZnSe side of the heterointerface is altered drastically, and the resonance state

of the quantum well vanishes. Since the SH resonance at 2.72 eV is due to virtual

coupling of the resonance state of the quantum well and the valence band of the ZnSe,

a substantial change in band bending leads to a marked reduction in the 2.72 eV

SHG signal. Our thickness dependent data demonstrate that the lattice relaxation

occurs when the overlayer thickness is greater than 1330 A [Fig.( 6.18)]. This is in

agreement with previous measurements of the critical thickness.

Yao et al. [28] measured the lattice parameter as a function of overlayer thickness

utilizing x-ray diffraction. They found that the lattice parameter of ZnSe abruptly

decreased to its bulk value at a thickness of 1500 A. Mohammad and coworkers
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[29] measured the thickness dependent strain in the ZnSe/GaAs(OOl) heterostruc

ture. Their deduced strain from photo-luminescence (PL) and transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) measurements suggested a critical thickness of 2000 A. Unfortu

nately, we did not have access to samples with thicknesses between 1330 A and 2000

A, therefore, we were unable to identify the transition more precisely.
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Figure 6.1: A typical interfacial SH spectrum of a ZnSe/GaAs(001) heterostruc
ture. The spectra exhibits two sharp features at 2.92 and 2.72 eV. Thickness of the

overlayer is 215 Afor this sample.
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Figure 6.2: A typical SH spectra of a bulk ZnSejGaAs(OOl) heterostructure. Thick
ness of the overlayer is 215 Afor this sample.
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Figure 6.3: The variation of SH (*) and SF (<» intensity as a function of one-photon
energy. Thickness of the overlayer is 215 A. It is clear that none of the features are
one-photon resonance.
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Figure 6.4: The variation of SH (*) and SF (0 ) intensity as a function of two-photon
energy. This shows that both features are two-photon resonances.
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Figure 6.5: Auger electron spectroscopy of the etched sample. The spectrum suggests
that there is C and Cion the sample. These elements were introduced by chemical

etching.
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Figure 6.6: The variation of SH intensity as a function of energy of the 1028 Asample
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Figure 6.7: The variation of SH intensity as a function of two-photon energy in a
S-injS-out (0) and S-injP-out (*) polarization configurations. The interfacial SH
spectra (0) is shown for comparison. The S-injS-out intensity is too small to detect
and S-infP-out intensity is ""40 times smaller than the interface signals.
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Figure 6.8: (a) A simplified coordinate for the model that described the 2.92 eV
resonance. (b) The 2.92 eV interfacial resonance as a function of overlayer thickness.
The solid line is the prediction of the model described in the text.
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Figure 6.10: The optical transitions and band splitting caused by the deformat ion
potential.
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Figure 6.13: In the top figure the matrix element of the dipole moment is calculated
as a function of the energy for the interfacial quantum well. It is clear that the
third energy level generated the strongest matrix element. In the bottom figure, the
square of the dipole moment is plotted.
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Figure 6.14: Calculated permanent dipole moment as a function of the energy for
the interfacial quantum well.
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Figure 6.15: Relative strength of the SH signal in two level process as a function of
the energy.
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Figure 6.16: A schematic representation of the formation of misfit dislocations.
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Figure 6.17: Interfacial resonance SHG spectra near 2.72 eV, as a function of over
layer thickness. The critical thickness is between 1330 A and 2000 A. Note that the
resonance vanishes over this thickness range.
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thicker than 1330 A.
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Chapter 7

Photomodulation of

Second-harmonic Generation

It is well known that band bending often arises at the junction of two dissimilar

semiconductors [94]. As we have seen in ZnSe/GaAs heterostructures this band

profile can lead to new electronic states. Under these conditions any mechanism

that changes the electric field in a heterojunction can alter the interfacial band

profile and the wave function of the new electronic states [32]. As a result, the

nonlinear optical response of the system that involves the transition to those states

will be substantially changed.

Linear photomodulation is a simple way to alter the band bending. A weak

beam of light generates electron hole pairs (EHP) which can change the electric

field in a material [95, 96]. We have combined second-harmonic generation with
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photomodulation as a new method of measurement to study solid/solid interfaces.

The photomodulation-second-harmonic generation (PSHG) technique was used to

confirm the existence of a quantum well at the ZnSe/GaAs heterointerface and to

study interfacial trapping, electronic trap lifetimes, and surface reconstruction of

buried GaAs. This chapter will describe the PSHG experiments and its applications.

7.1 PSHG Experiment

In the PSHG experiments we have measured the intensity of the 2.72 eV SH reso

nance as a function of ftuence and wavelength of a photoexciting light source. The

sample was illuminated at normal incidence by light from either a Tungsten lamp

monochromator or an argon-ion laser, while the SHG experiment was in progress.

The intensity of the photoexciting beam was monitored simultaneously, and never

exceeded 0.5 mW / cm2 . Typically the sample was illuminated for a period of ,,-,2

minutes before it reached steady state. A schematic of the PSHG experiment is

shown in Fig. 7.1, and details of the SHG experiments with ZnSe/GaAs(OOI) are

given in Chapter 3.
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7.2 Is the Interfacial Resonance at 2.72 eV As-

sociated With the Quantum Well? An Inde- w'

pendent Test

In this section we will discuss the PSHG experiments which were used to confirm

the origin of the SH interfacial resonance at 2.72 eV. First a brief discussion of the

PSHG mechanism will be given, and then the experimental results will be presented.

The underlying mechanism of the technique can be described as follows. The

photogenerating light beam, with photon energy greater than the band gap of the

system, produces EHP. Some of these free carriers move toward the junction and

are captured by the interfacial trap centers, thereby altering the interface charge

density. The new interface charge will modify the band bending and perturb the

states associated with the quantum well. The interfacial trapped holes decrease the

negative charge of the interface and decrease (increase) the band bending on the

ZnSe (GaAs) side of the junction. This delocalizes the quantum well wave function

and reduces its relative amplitude within the well. As a result the SHG signal will

drop (see Section 7.5). Alternatively, interfacial trapped electrons will increase the

SHG signal.

We have displayed the variation of the interface and bulk signals as a function of

lamp intensity using a fixed lamp photon energy of 3.0 eV in Fig. 7.2. The bulk and

the 2.92 eV interface resonance changed by less than 3%, even at the highest lamp
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powers. In contrast, the 2.72 eV interface resonance exhibited a marked decrease

in intensity at very low lamp powers. The photomodulation-SHG measurements

thus lead us to conclude that the two interface resonances at 2.72 eV and 2.92 eV

are intrinsically different. This corroborates our earlier assignment of the 2.92 eV

resonance to the E 1 transition of buried GaAs. The photoexcitation was not observed

to significantly affect any bulk signal.

The weak photoexcitation was observed to cause a reduction in peak SH inten

sity, but was too small to create a measurable energy shift within our experimental

resolution. These observations are consistent with theoretical modeling (see Section

7.5) done by integrating the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation for the quantum

well potential. Note also that the results of PSHG cannot be explained by the optical

pumping of electrons into the quantum well resonance state. Our PSHG data as a

function of lamp photon energy, described in Section 7.3, exhibits that the maximum

rate of change of the SHG intensity is at the ZnSe optical band gap energy of 2.67

eV and not at 2.72 eV. This fact, along with the observed increase of SHG intensity

as a result of 2.4 eV carrier exciting photons (see Section 7.6), does not support the

optical pumping mechanism.

7.3 Identification of the Type of Trap-centers

PSHG experiments enabled us to identify the type of interfacial trap-centers in

ZnSe/GaAs(OOl) heterostructures. The variation of the resonant SH intensity as
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a function of lamp photon energy is shown in Fig. 7.3. In this experiment the lamp

intensity transmitted into the sample was kept constant at 10 pW/cm2. Although

the efficiency of carrier generation in GaAs is much greater than ZnSe [103], we see

no effect as a result of carriers in GaAs at this intensity level. Since electrons are the

only photoexcited carriers in GaAs that move toward the interface, we can conclude

that the interface traps are mainly hole traps. This is in agreement with the result

of the negative interface charge in 2x4 samples [97]. Because the proposed interface

intermediate phase [98, 99], Ga2Se3, is positively charged, our result suggested that

this phase does not exist.

7.4 Interfacial Trap Lifetime and Density: A

Theoretical Model

Here we are interested in calculating the change in the dominant second-order sus

ceptibility, xi;~, and the SH intensity as a function of trapped-charge density and

time. We have shown that the interfacial traps are dominantly hole traps. In this

section we only consider the effect of this type of trap with carrier generating photon

energy greater than the band gap of ZnSe (2.67 eV). The argument for electron traps

is described in Appendix. H

Ultimately we are interested in calculating the carrier induced change of the

dominant second-order susceptibility tensor element, xi;~. This will enable us to
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deduce the variation in SH intensity as a function of trapped-charge density and
.oi

time. In the following discussion we will assume the trap-centers are localized at

the junction and evaluate all the parameters at the interface. This assumption is

reasonable since the interfacial imperfections are the main cause for the generation

of trap-centers. We also use the steady state value of the free electron (n) and the
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Within the linear approximation we write

(7.1)

(7.2)

[100, 101}:

Here Nh is the number density of the interfacial hole trap centers, and k1h (k2h ) is

(recombine with an electron) at the interface. rh is the rate constant at which a

the rate constant at which an unoccupied (occupied) trap center will trap a hole

also reasonable. Within this model the change in the interface charge due to trapping

orders of magnitude greater than the lifetime of the free carriers, this assumption is

is proportional to the density of the interfacial trapped-holes, Pt. A localized rate

proportional to the intensity of the photogenerating lamp light, It. This linear ap-

equation at the interface relates Pt to the other physical parameters of the system

free hole densities (p) for this calculation. Since our measured trap lifetime is many

trapped-hole is injected into the valence band by thermal excitation. At the low

injection limit we assume that the densities of photogenerated carriers are linearly

proximation was experimentally tested and will be explained later in this chapter.
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and

(7.3)

Here aIh (a2h) represents the deviation of interfacial free hole (electron) density

from its thermal equilibrium value per unit of lamp light intensity. Both aIh and aZh
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(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.4)

1

1

A h is a constant and is determined by boundary conditions. The parameter with

We approximate the time dependent Hamiltonian resulting from this interfacial

with

The rate equation, Eq. (7.1), leads to the following time dependent trapped-hole

Thus, these parameters are a function of the quantum efficiency and mobility of the

density:

and

holes, Po, in comparison to aIh for photon energies greater than 2.67 eV.

the absence of the photoexciting light. Since the thermal excitation in a wide band

depend on the generation of free carriers as well as their transport to the interface.

gap semiconductor is very small we can safely ignore the density of thermally excited

system. Po and no denote the equilibrium value of free hole and electron density in

subscripts "h" is a hole trap parameter.



trapped-charge by

(7.7)

where z is in the direction normal to the interface, and qh is the unit charge of a hole.

The effect of this Hamiltonian on the electronic structure of the system and xi;~ can

be described by perturbation theory. Since the measured time scale for the change

in xi;~ was much slower than the electronic lifetime of the quantum well states, we

can use the time independent perturbation to explain the physical phenomena in our

calculations.

The wavefunction of the interfacial quantum well is sensitive to the detailed

structure of the well and thus to the band bending at the junction. However, the

sensitivity of the wavefunction to photomodulation in the valence band (ground

state) and the higher energy levels of the conduction band of ZnSe are much weaker

than the interfacial quantum well. This was confirmed experimentally where we

did not observe any change in the bulk SHG signal under photomodulation. The

variation of x~;~ may thus be reasonably modeled by considering only the change of

the resonance state of the interfacial quantum well wavefunction, Iw).

The electrons in the conduction band are free in the plane parallel to the interface,

therefore the Schrodinger equation for this system reduces to a one-dimensional

problem. The eigenstates of this problem decay rapidly into the vacuum (i.e. z --+ 00)

and are non-degenerate [102]. Thus we use non-degenerate perturbation theory with
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the perturbation Hamiltonian H~l). That is

(7.8)

The Iw') are other states of the quantum well and the subscript "0" indicates the

value of the parameter in the steady state in the absence of the photogenerating

light. The denominator EWIWO denotes the difference between the energy eigenvalue

EWI and E
wo

' The perturbation leads to the first order variation of the second-order

susceptibility X~;~

Xzzz " 21rpt ((v1z1w')(w'lz1w) (wlzlw') (w'lz1e)) - 1 M
-- = 1 + L.." -- + - + hPt
Xzzz,o w' EEwWI (vlzlw) (wlzle)-

with

(7.9)

(7.10)

The states Iv) and Ie) represent, respectively, the valence band and a higher energy

(above ZnSe conduction band) excited state. Eq. (7.8) and (7.9) determine the

fractional SHG intensity variation, i.e.

(7.11)

Here,

(7.12)

and

(7.13)
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where /(2w) is the SH intensity. The wavefunction for the one-dimensional prob

lem under investigation is chosen to be real in coordinate basis [102], therefore the

parameters C1h and CZh are real. Note that C1h / Mh is the steady state solution

of the trapped-hole density (Eq. 7.1). Eq. (7.11) clearly shows that the trapped-

charge density increases with the lamp intensity and approaches its asymptotic value,

(klh(XlhNh)/(k1h(Xlh + kZh(XZh). At this point the charge density, Pt, will not be af

fected by higher lamp intensity and the band flattening will have reached its final

condition.

7.5 Variation of Quantum Levels With Photo

modulation: A Theoretical Model

We have already described the band profile and electronic states of the quantum well

in Chapter 6. This section discusses the change in the band profile and the electronic

states of the quantum well with photomodulation. It was found that the amplitude

of the wavefunction of the valence band and the quantum well are reduced in the

depletion region and in the quantum well. The description of the calculation follows.

A photomodulating beam. with photon energy of> 2.67 eV introduced a positive

interfacial charge into the system. We have re-solved Poisson's equation with the

new charge distribution and deduced the new band profile in a manner similar to that

discussed in Chapter 6. Once we had the new band profile, the electronic states were
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identified by solving the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation. The change in the

band profile and wavefunction as influenced by photoexcitation is shown in Figs. 7.4,

7.5, and 7.6. One can see that the amplitude of the wavefunction of the valence band

decreased in the well and in the depletion region. A similar behavior is observed for

the wavefunction of the quantum well. The reduction in amplitude also produced

a reduction in oscillator strength between the valence band and the quantum well.

This is in agreement with our SHG experimental observation as discussed in Section

7.2.

It can also be seen that, under photomodulation, the energy levels of the quantum

well shift to a higher value with respect to the bottom of the well. However, in our

experiment we did not observe any energy shift in the SH spectra under photomod

ulation within our experimental resolution of 6 meV at 915 nm. This observation

is understood in the following context. Our SHG measurement is sensitive to the

energy difference between the valence band and the quantum well state and not to

the energy difference between the bottom of the well and the quantum level. Since

the band profile of ZnSe also shifts upward under the perturbation, the change in

the energy interval between the valence band and the quantum well state is small.

Our calculation indicates that the quantum well state could shift by 52 meV with

respect to the bottom of the well. This large shift, however, introduces a small shift

of 1.3 meV in the SHG resonance.
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7.6 Interfacial Electronic Trap Lifetime

In this section we will describe the time dependent PSHG experiments for study

ing the interfacial trap lifetime of the ZnSe/GaAs(OOl) heterojunction. The time

dependent PSHG experiments were designed to measure trapping and detrapping

lifetimes (T and To) as a function of lamp intensity. The steady state PSHG ex

periments were aimed at studying the dependence of photomodulating intensity on

band flattening. The details of these experiments are as follows. Time dependent

measurements were performed using two different initial conditions, an open and a

closed photogenerating beam shutter. To measure the intensity dependence of T the

sample was first illuminated with light at a fixed intensity, and the SH signal was

measured as a function of time. This procedure was then carried out for different

lamp intensities and repeated 100 times at each fluence.

The measurements of TO were carried out by illuminating the sample with the

lamp for at least 2 minutes. Then, the photogenerating beam shutter was closed

and the SHG intensity was measured as a function of time. This procedure was also

repeated 100 times.

We have also measured the steady state SH intensity as a function of lamp fluence

for a photon energy of 2.4 and 3.0 eV. In these measurements the sample was illu

minated for a period of ,,-,2 minutes. Then with the lamp beam kept on the sample

the data acquisition began.
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The ZnSe/GaAs(OOl) heterostructure sample used in these experiments con

sists of a 215 A epitaxial layer of undoped ZnSe(OOI) grown on a .5 /-lm undoped

GaAs(OOI) film terminated with 2x4 surface reconstruction. It should be noted that

a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser with a repetition rate of 10 Hz was used as the light

source for SH measurements, and the boxcar averager was set to take an average

over 10 shots. This brings the time resolution of the experiments to ",,1 second.

The experimental results for Th measurements with lamp intensity of 5.3/-lW / cm
2

and photon energy of 3.0 eV are shown in Fig. 7.7. We repeated the same mea

surements for lamp intensities of O.4/-lW /cm2 to 5.3/-lW /cm2
• We were not able to

perform the time dependent measurements at higher lamp intensities, because the

higher intensity resulted in a lifetime that was shorter than the resolution of our box

car averager. The solid line in Fig. 7.7 is the best fit to Eq. (7.11), and it determined

the best value for the free parameter C1h, C2h, [Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13)] and lifetime

Th [Eq. (7.6)]. The fitting was performed for all measured lamp intensities. In this

way we were able to study the intensity dependence of Th (see Fig. 7.8). Our data,

at least for the fluence below 5.3/-lW / cm2
, showed that the inverse of T, and thus the

free carrier densities, are linearly dependent on the intensity of the photoexcitation

beam.

We have shown the results of Toh and Toe measurements with photon energy of 2.4

and 3.0 eV in Fig. 7.9. The data exhibit a slow recovery time for the SH intensity.

The solid lines in Fig. 7.9 are the best fit to the theory. Our fitting routine determined
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the best value for the recombination of the interfacial trap lifetime, TO. This value

was 35.4 ± 0.5 sec and 35.0 ± 0.5 sec for a carrier generating photon energy of 3.0 and

2.4 eV, respectively. These long lifetimes are characteristic of metastable electronic

states typically generated by defects.

We now turn to the dependence of the steady state SH intensity on the photoex

citation fluence. The steady state SH G intensity as a function of lamp intensity for

a lamp photon energy of 3.0 eV is shown in Fig. 7.10. A word of caution is necessary

in analyzing the data. Our theoretical results in Eq. (7.12) are based on a linear

approximation and our lifetime measurements were able to show the linearity only

up to 5.3/lW / cmz. Thus, in principle, we can only fit our data for intensity below

5.3/lW /cmz. The solid line in Fig. 7.10 is the best fit, using only the low intensity

data. The constants k1hCY.lhNh and (k1hCtlh + kZhCY.Zh) are the only two free parameters

in our fitting routine, and the value of kno + r = TO-
1 was deduced from the time

dependent measurements.

We have also carried out the fitting routine for all available data. This is shown

by a dotted line in Fig. 7.10. The comparison of these two fits could determine the

validity of a linear approximation for higher intensities. One can see that these two

fits are different for high lamp. intensities. This difference could be an indication

of poor agreement of a linear approximation with our data for high lamp intensity.

We should note that the (klh CY.1h + kzhCtzh) parameter in the steady state solution is

the slope of the line in Fig. 7.8. The deduced value from these two separate fits are
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within rv 2% of each other.

7.7 Influence of Buried GaAs Surface Recon-

struction on Interfacial Defect Density

We were able to utilize the PSHG technique to study the 2x4 and 3x1 buried GaAs

surface reconstructed samples. These measurements demonstrate the sensitivity of

second-order nonlinear optics to interfacial defect and atomic structures and provide

a unique technique to determine the relative interfacial defect density as a function

of substrate surface reconstruction.

The 2x4 and 3x1 GaAs(OOl) surface reconstructions arise when different mix

tures of As and Ga are used to terminate the free surface. Our heterostructure

samples consist of an epitaxial layer of undoped ZnSe(OOl) grown on a 0.5 Jtm un

doped GaAs(OOl) film terminated with 2x4 or 3x1 surface reconstructions. The 3x1

GaAs(OOl) surface reconstructed film is accepted to have an approximately equal

number of Ga and As atoms, and the 2x4 surface reconstructed layer was prepared

to have higher concentration (75 %) of As [27]. The different GaAs(OOl) surface re

constructions were observed by reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED)

during growth. When the desired reconstruction pattern was observed, samples were

cooled and epitaxial growth of ZnSe was initiated [27]. Both ZnSe and GaAs films

were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a n+ silicon doped GaAs substrate
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in a dual chamber MBE system [65]. The thickness of the ZnSe overlayer in both

samples was 215 A.

In considering the effect of substrate surface reconstruction on the SHG signal,

there are two important observations. The first is the variation of the SH resonance

intensity as a function of lamp intensity derived for both reconstructed samples in

separate PSHG experiments (Fig. 7.11). With the blue (3 eV) photomodulating light

source, the 3x1 reconstructed sample required more photogenerated carriers than the

2x4 reconstructed sample to achieve the same fractional SHG signal reduction. The

results of the second observation are shown in Fig. 7.12. Here the SHG spectra of

two samples with the same overlayer thickness, but different surface reconstructions

of substrate are compared. One can see that the sample with 3x1 reconstruction

exhibits a much stronger peak than the 2x4 sample.

These results can be understood in the context of existing theories of the ZnSe/

GaAs(001) interface. The 2x4 GaAs(001) reconstructed sample is an As rich termi

nated surface which produces a relatively large number of charged interfacial bonds

[27], whereas the 3x1 reconstruction should minimize both the interface charge and

charge trap number density. The models used to make these predictions are based

on a valence electron counting method for polar interfaces [97].

A detailed analysis of the data in Fig. 7.10, along with additional trap lifetime

experiments explained in Section 7.6, have enabled us to make a stronger and more

precise statement about the relative hole trap densities. We have fit the data to
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steady state [Eq. (7.11) with T approaching infinity) for both samples. The result

of the fit is shown in Fig. 7.10. The parameters Mhk1hCf1hNh and (k1h Cf1h + kZhCfZh)

are the only two free parameters in our fitting routine. We have used the value of

To",1 from our time dependent measurement described in Section 7.6. We have found

that

The parameter Cf1h represents the deviation of interfacial free hole density from its

thermal equilibrium value per unit of lamp light intensity. Intuitively we expect Cf

to be bigger in systems with a lower number of trap and scattering centers. Our

time-dependent measurements (see Section 7.6) indicate that k is about the same

in both samples. Thus, we can argue that the trap density in the 3x1 sample is at

least 10 times less than in the 2x4 sample. A similar analysis of the PSHG data,

with 2.4 eV carrier generating photon (see Fig. 7.13), indicates that the electron trap

density in the 3x1 sample is at least 3 times less than the 2x4 sample. The lower

trap densities should also be expected to enhance the size of the 3x1 SH resonance

as compared to the 2x4 resonance (Fig. 7.12), in analogy with photoconductivity

measurements on these systems [27] where the 3x1 reconstruction exhibits a factor

of "'-'50 increase in photocurrent over the 2x4 system.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of PSHG experiment: Sample was illuminated at normal
incidence by light from a Tungsten-lamp-monochromator, while the SHG experiment

was III progress.
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Figure 7.2: Normalized variation of the SHG intensity for the interface at 2.72 eV
(x) and 2.92 eV (6), and the bulk at 2.67 eV (0) as a function of the lamp intensity
transmitted into the sample at a fixed lamp photon energy of 3.0 eV.
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Figure 7.5: Variation of valence band wavefunetion with photomodulation. There
are two important changes: a-the amplitude of the wavefunetion reduced in ZnSe
while it increased in GaAs side of the junction, b-there is an overall shift toward the

interface.
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Figure 7.6: Variation of quantum well wavefunction with photomodulation. The
amplitude of the wavefunetion reduced within the well and the depletion area.
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Figure 7.7: Normalized interfacial SH intensity at 2.72 eVas a function of time. The
photoexcitation beam with intensity of 5.3J.lw / cm2 was sent to the sample at t=O.
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Figure 7.8: The inverse of lifetime (T) as a function of intensity. The solid line is the
best fit to the data.
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acquisition began.
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Figure 7.11: Fractional change of the interfacial resonance SHG peak intensity at
2.72 eV for 3x1 (x) and 2x4 (0) samples as a function of lamp intensity using lamp
photons with an energy of 3.0 eV. The solid lines are the best fit to the data. The
SHG intensity reached its saturation level at ...... 10 pW jcm2 for the 2x4 sample. The
saturation condition was not achieved for the 3xl sample in our lamp intensity range.
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Figure 7.12: SHG spectra for 3x1 (0) and 2x4 ([]) buried GaAs surface reconstructed
samples as a function of upconverted photon energy. The 3x1 sample exhibits a 4
times stronger peak nonlinearity than the 2x4 sample. The ZnSe overlayer thickness
was 215 A for both samples. Solid lines are only a guide for the eye.
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Figure 7.13: Fractional change of the interfacial resonance SHG peak intensity at
2.72 eV for 3xl (x) and 2x4 (<» samples as a function of lamp intensity using lamp
photons with an energy of 2.4 eV. The solid lines are the best fit to the data.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

We have used second-harmonic and sum-frequency spectroscopy to probe the elec

tronic structure of the interface and bulk of ZnSe/GaAs(OOl) heterostructures. We

were able to separate the bulk and interface contributions by proper choice of polar-

ization and sample orientation.

The bulk results were as follows. The SH intensities were observed to oscillate

as a function of overlayer thickness. This resulted from interference of the reflected

second-harmonic generation from two adjoined nonlinear slabs. A theoretical calcu

lation for the phenomena was presented and it was introduced as a new methodology

to measure the second-order susceptibility of thin overlayer materials. For the first

time, the frequency-dependent bulk, X1~z, of ZnSe was measured. The sharp feature

at 2.67 eV was assigned to the Eo transition.

The interface results were as follows. The interface of ZnSe/GaAs(OOl) systems
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exhibited strong SH and SF resonances. We observed two sharp features at 2.92 and

2.72 eV. The 2.92 eV resonance was assigned to the E1 transition of buried GaAs.

The spectral feature at 2.72 eV was produced as a result of virtual coupling between

the ZnSe valence band and a resonance state of a quantum well located across the

junction in the GaAs conduction band. The interfacial quantum well was brought

about by interdiffusion of Zn into GaAs and Ga into ZnSe during sample growth.

The interfacial resonance at 2.72 eV was used to investigate the pseudomorphic

growth and critical thickness. The sensitivity of the SH resonance to surface recon

structions of buried GaAs was also demonstrated.

Linear photomodulation and second-harmonic generation were combined as a new

method to investigate solid-solid interfaces. Using this technique, we have studied the

trapping of free carriers in ZnSejGaAs(OOl) heterointerfaces. The band-flattening of

the interfacial band profile was described by a trapping mechanism. This mechanism

was formulated and used along with the time dependent measurement to deduce the

recombination lifetime of interfacial traps and relative interfacial trap densities as a

function of the buried surface reconstructions.
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Appendix A

X(2) and Symmetry

This appendix will discuss the relationship between the tensor elements by utilizing

the structural symmetry of the medium. First we explain Neumann's principle, which

is the initial step in relating the symmetry of a material to the physical property of a

system. Neumann's principle simply states that any macroscopic physical property

of a medium, for example X(2), at least has the symmetry of the point group of the

space group. Using this principle and the fact that the second-order susceptibility

tensor, X1~k, transforms similar to the Cartesian coordinates, rirjrk, we can determine

the relationship between the tensor elements. As an example the relation between

the tensor elements of a system with C4v (e.g. surface of fcc [001]) and 43m symmetry
~.-.

(e.g. bulk of zinc-blende crystal) will be discussed below.

C 4v system:

This system is invariant under the symmetry elements of E, 204, O2, a v and ad. The
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X -t-X
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o if an odd number of x appears III the

Xxxx = Xxyz = Xyxz = ... = O.

Y -t +y

Xxyz = -Xxyz = o.

xyz -t -xyz that IS, Xxyz -t -Xxyz.

Z -t +z

(Yv is reflection in a vertical plane. This is the indication of the existence of a

We know that the system is invariant under (Yv, therefore

In other words,

We can generalize this and set Xijk

vertical mirror plane in the system. If we take the coordinate axis such that (Yv

Because of Neumann's principle, Xijk must also be invariant under the symmetry

subscript. That is

intercepts the horizontal (xy) plane along y-axis, we can write

the operators. The group generators of C4v are (Yv and C4 •

coordinate transformation under the symmetry operators. However we only need to

elements of group C4v ' Since Xijk transforms like rirjrk, we only need to study the

definition of each operator is given in any standard group theory textbook [44, 45}.

investigate the transformation under the generators of the point group and not all



The system is also invariant under the C4 operator, which is a rotation by 90 degrees.

This implies that there must be another mirror plane perpendicular to the (XV)

plane which intercepts the horizontal plane along the x-axis. Under this reflection

operator all Xijk = 0 if an odd number of V appears in the subscript. That is

Xyyy = Xyxx = Xyzz = ... = O.

The C4 operator also implies that

x----+V

V ----+ -x

z----+z

thus,

Xxxz = Xyyz

Xxzx = Xyzy

Xzxx = Xzyy

These elements and Xzzz are the only nonzero elements for C4v symmetry. We must

note that these relationships will be even more simplified if we only considered the

SHG process. For SHG (but not ,.8FG) we can write; Xijk = Xikj·

43m [001] symmetry:

Vie are interested in the zinc-blende crystal structure with a (001) face. The

bulk of this system carries a 43m symmetry group. The generators of this group are
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C3 [111] and S:. The 84 operator is a rotation by 21r /4 followed by a reflection in the

horizontal plane, and S: = S454S4' If we take (xy) as the horizontal plane, then

53.
4 .

x -+-y

y-+x

z -+ -z.

This operation suggests that the only nonzero elements are

Xyyx = -Xxxy, Xxyy = -Xyxx, Xxzz = Xyyz

Xxzy = Xyzx, Xxyz = Xyxz, Xyxz = Xxy~

and

Xzxy = Xzyx'

We should note that the S: symmetry is responsible for Xzzz = O. To identify the

other relationships among these elements we must study the transformation under

C3 [111]. Under this operator we have

x-+y

y-+z

z -+ x.
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This makes all Xijk equal to each other when i =I j =I k and

-X112 = X221 = X332 = X113 = 0,

X223 = X133 = X211 = X332 = 0,

-X211 = X122 = X233 = X311 = 0.

Thus, the only nonzero elements are Xijk with i =I j =I k.
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nents of the electric and the mag..netic fields at z = O. These equations lead to the

(B.3)

(B.2)

(B.l)47r P1. 1

E1.,RI0 = E1.,11 + "
Ebl - Efl

173

E _ 47r P1.,1 [kfO,z - kb1'Z]
1. fl - .

, Ebl - Efl k f1 ,z - kfO,z

J

determination of E1.,RIO' given in Eq. (2.28), and E1.,f1,

Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2) are derived from the continuity for the tangential compo-

and

In the p-in!s-out polarization configuration the boundary conditions at vacuum!crystal

interface (z = 0) have the form

Vacuum/crystal interface

Appendix B

Boundary Conditions at
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iAppendix C

Dependent X(2)

Localized electric fields or deformation potentials can make X(2) position dependent.

Equation With Position

Solution of The Nonlinear Wave

as

of z with decay constant a, we can write the position dependent polarization p(2w)

If the second-order susceptibility tensor, X(2), decays exponentially in the direction

"- p _ D -O'(z+d)- roe , (C.l)

where Po is the polarization at the interface z = -d. Then, assuming the linear

dielectric constant is still independent of position, the nonlinear wave equation (1)
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has a solution of the form (3), but with a new, modified, kb, ~ .

This leads to a new form for tb(2w),

boundary conditions, and of course, it directly affects the bound wave amplitude in

(C.3)

(C.2)

Thus the polarization decay indirectly affects the free wave propagation through the

the z direction.

'1
'j
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To solve the general problem of reflection at the boundary between two nonlinear

The general boundary conditions in the p-in/s-out polarization configuration at the

(D.1)

176

(a) continuity of Ell

buried interface which include the nonlinearity of both slabs can be written as

media, we look for solutions on both sides of the interface in the form of Eq. (3).

Buried Interface

Exact Boundary Conditions ·at

Appendix D
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(b) continuity of H II

respectively, and r o is the position vector at the interface. EfT (Eft) is the amplitude

k fT1 and k
brl

are waveveetors of the reflected free and bound wave in medium 1

41rP..L 1 'k "k 41r P..L' 1 "k__.:.-'-k e t bl,ro _ E k e t frl· ro - • k e t brl·ro -
bl,z fT fl,z bl,z-

Ebl - ffl fbI - Efl

(D.2)

(D.3)P' (w)2p
..L,1 = r ll ,12 ..L,l·

ok 41rP..L 2 'k
E k t fz,r o + 'k et bZ,ro

f2 f2,z e b2,z,
Eb2 - Ef2

Here the reflected bound wave amplitude is proportional to Pl 1 , and,

E k eikfloro +
fl f1,z

of the reflected (refracted) free wave at 2w. The relation between EfT and the

reflected SH fields in the main text, i.e. E..L,Rll and E..L,R2b is further clarified below.

Eqs. (D.1-D.3) lead to the determination of EfT:

(2w) E -2idkfl ,z + [kb1 ,Z - k f2 ,z] 41rP..L,1
r.L 12 fl e

, k f1 ,z + k f2 ,z fbI - Efl

[
1 + kj2,z + k b1 ,z r(w)2 ei2dkbl'Z]e-id(kfl'Z+kbl'Z)

kf2 ,z - k b1 ,z 11,12

+ 4 1rP..L,2 [kf2,z - kb2,Z]e-id(kfl,Z+kbZ,Z).

Eb2 - Ef2 k f1 ,z + k f2 ,z

(D.4)

The reflected SH field, E.L,Rll' arises from the first and second terms of (D.4). The

third term in (D.4) gives rise to E..L,R21 of the main text. We can see how these

terms arise by building up our solution from two separate boundary value problems.

In the first problem we suppress the nonlinearity of the second slab. In this case
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is not included in the results presented in the main text.

(D.8)

(D.7)

(D.6)

(D.5)(w)2 1
T lI ,12 ~ •

P~,1 = 0,

E(2W) _ (2w) E -2idk
fl

.z + [kb1 'Z - kf2 ,z} 411"Pi ,1 -id(kfl,Z+kbl,Z)
i,Rll - T i,12 fl e k + k " t e ,fl,z f2,z '-bl - fl

The solution to the boundary conditions is algebraically simpler if the reflection

The condition (D.5) exists for our ZnSe/GaAs[OOl] samples, and the small correction

for E i ,Rlll P~,I' and E i ,R21,

of this field on the reflected free wave, Efr' This leads to the following simplifications

Under these circumstances we can ignore both the reflected bound wave and the effect

of the fundamental field at the buried interface is small, i.e.

Eq. (D.4). The total solution is, of course, a superposition of these resulting fields.

the effect of the nonlinearity of the second slab. In this case E fl and Pi,1 are zero in

second problem we ignore the harmonic waves generated in the first slab and study

Pi,2 = 0 in Eq. (D.4), and all harmonic waves originate from the first slab. In the

-
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Appendix E

Transmitted SHG From a Quartz

Plate

This appendix will describe the formulation of a transmitted second-harmonic field,

E
f2

, from a nonlinear slab (e.g. quartz plate). We start with Eqs. (Dl-D2) and set

(E.l)

2JEil cos () fl id(k -k ) JEil cos () fl +~ cos ()bl id(k -k )E
f2

= E
f

e o,Z f1,z +Q e o,Z b1,z

JEil cos () fl + cos ()i 1 cos ()i + JEil cos () fl .

Pl..,2 = 0, and solve for the transmitted second-harmonic field:

where we have used

c. k(w) = W VE(W)
C

and

41fP
Q=---

Ebl - Efl
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Ef1 can be written as a function of ERIO and Q. That is

Ef1 = ERIo - Q ,/
\

where ERIO is described in Chapter 2. Substituting Efl in Eq. (E.l), we can write

Vtf1 COS efl + Vtbl COS ObI id(k -k )}+ e 0,% bl,% •

Vtf1 cos ef1 + cos ei

180
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with

(F.2)

(F.l)

8
1

is the transmitted angle in medium 1 and nl is the complex index of reflection of

181

Here 'ij and iij are the Fresnel coefficients at the interface between medium i and j.

to the incident electric field, Ei as,

and the junction is located at z=-d. The total reflected field, Etotal can be related

geometry shown in Fig. F.l. The front surface (i.e. air/first slap interface) is at z=O,

This appendix will describe the linear reflectivity from two adjoined slabs with the

Adjoined Slabs

Linear Reflectivity of Two

Appendix F



medium 1. Eq. (F.1) can be simplified to

It should be noted that the effects of multiple reflections are important for thin

overlayers, and must be included to ensure that radiation from medium 1 reduces to

(F.3)

zero as the first slab thickness approaches zero.

Where we have used
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ZnS.

____~f-------~-------rl~--Z.O

____......__....Ji'- ....}'- Z.·d

Medium 0

Medium 1

Medium 2 GaA.

Figure F.1: Simplified coordinate for linear reflectivity
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Appendix G

Joint Density of States:

Formulation

To describe the JDOS mathematically and its relationship to the susceptibility we

start with the expression of X~;),

(1) = Nez ,,( l(clzlv)12

Xzz t; LJ ·r
It cv W +W cv + 1, cv

l(clzlv)IZ
) (0)

or P
W - W cv + 1, cv

(G.1)

where (cl and (vI are the conduction and valence band states, respectively. For

simplicity we assume that the conduction band is empty and the valence band is

Even though there are two summations in the above expression, we only have to

perform one integration over k-space. This results from the fact that the dipole

full, i.e. p(O) = 1. We also change the summation to the integral using

t -t ( 2)3 Jdk
cv 21f
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where dScy is an element of the surface in k-space such that W cv is constant. dkn is

(G.8)

(G.7)

(G.6)

(G.5)

(G.4)

(G.3)

dk = dScydkn

dS cv
dk =1 \dwcv .

'\Jk W cv

(1) _ N e2 -4-1 1 2 -w
cv

dS
cv

Xzz - -to (2 )3 s \(clzlv}1 2 _ ( + Of )2\ '\7 ldw
cv

.n 7r Wcv wcy=w W cv W l cv v k W cv
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( )
N e21 1 I 2 - 2wcv dS

cv
E
zz

W = 1 + 72 .. l(c zlv}1 2 ( Of )21 Idwcvdk
n7r Wcv SWCy,t-w W cv - W + l cv '\Jk W cv

or

which leads to

Now we can write an expression for the dielectric constant, Ezz(W) as

Thus

the normal component of dk on dScy ' This leads to

E = hwcv , then

Now if we write dk in terms of an element of area with a constant energy surface,

expression for X~~? as

matrix elements are diagonal in k-space. With these changes we can rewrite the

-
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f- zz (w) in the following form:

Where P is the dipole operator. In most materials, including GaAs and ZnSe, Wcv is

(G.9)

much larger than rev. With this in mind we can use the Cauchy integration to write

We have used the relationship l(clPzlv)12 = -m2w~vl(c[zlv)12 in the above expression.

The imaginary part of this function is

where

outside the integral. The result is

(G.12)

(G.ll)

(G.1D)I ()
- Ne2 1 l(clPzlv)1

2
dS

mf-zz W - 2 2 cv
h1rm W swcv=w I\lk W cv I

It is known that IPcv l2 varies slowly in many cases [107], therefore it can be taken

The function Jcv is the joint density of states (JDOS).
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Appendix H

Electron Trapping

Photogeneration of EHP with lamp photon energies less than the ZnSe band gap

and greater than GaAs band gap can only occur in GaAs side of the heterostructure.

Under these conditions electrons migrate toward the interface. Some of these carriers

are captured by interfacial electron traps. In this appendix we are interested in

calculating the deviation of the trapped electron density, 8nt, from its equilibrium

value, nto. The localized rate equation for 8nt is

(H.I)

The subscript "e" stands for electron and the definition of each parameter is given

for hole trap in the text. Eq. (H. 1) leads to the time dependent value of nt. After

subtracting the steady state value of the trap density in the absence of light, nto, we

can write

(H.2)
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the SHG intensity result when the subscript "h", for hole, is replaced by "e", for

The expression for the perturbation Hamiltonian, second-order susceptibility and

Where

and

1
T

e
= ------------

(k1eno+ kzePo + re) +CYZek1eh

Teo = Te with h = O.

(H.3)

(HA)

electron, in Eq. ( 7.7- 7.13).
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